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Before the Kingdom of the Hasmoneans,
there was the Seleucid Empire, not a
Palestinian state.  
Before the Seleucid Empire, the Empire
of Alexander of Macedon existed, not a
Palestinian state.  
Before the Empire of Alexander of
Macedon, there was the Persian Empire,
not a Palestinian state.   
Before the Persian Empire, there was the
Babylonian Empire, not a Palestinian
state.   
Before the Babylonian Empire, there
were the kingdoms of Israel and Judah,
not a Palestinian state.   
Before the kingdoms of Israel and Judah,
there was the Kingdom of Israel, not a
Palestinian state.  
Before the Kingdom of Israel, there was
the Twelve Tribes theocracy of Israel,
not a Palestinian state.   
Before the Twelve Tribe theocracy of
Israel, there was a coalition of
Canaanite city-states, not a Palestinian
state.   

In fact, in this part of the world, there
has been everything except a
Palestinian state.
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Before the modern State of Israel, there
was a British Mandate, not a
Palestinian State.   
Before the British Mandate, there was
the Ottoman Empire, not a Palestinian
state.   
Before the Ottoman Empire, there was
the Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt, not a
Palestinian state.   
Before the Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt,
there was the Ayyubid Empire;
Geoffrey of Bouillon conquered
Jerusalem in 1099. There was no
Palestinian state.   
Before the Ayyubid Empire, there was
the Christian Kingdom of Jerusalem,
not a Palestinian state.  
Before the Kingdom of Jerusalem, there
were the Umayyad and Fatimid
empires, not a Palestinian state.   
Before the Umayyad and Fatimid
empires, there was the Byzantine
Empire, not a Palestinian state.  
Before the Byzantine Empire, there was
the Roman Empire, not a Palestinian
state.   
Before the Roman Empire, there was a
Kingdom of the Hasmoneans, not a
Palestinian state.
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When someone asks who is right in this conflictWhen someone asks who is right in this conflict
between Israel and Palestine, inform yourselfbetween Israel and Palestine, inform yourself

correctly and draw your conclusions...correctly and draw your conclusions...      
  

  * Israel or Palestine?* Israel or Palestine?    
  

By Roberto Vianna
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As of November 5, Brazil has not

classified the Hamas group as a

terrorist group, according to the

UN, including European

countries such as Norway and

Switzerland, as well as China,

Russia, Latin American nations,

such as Brazil, Mexico,

Colombia, and the United States.

The idea of a more neutral

position is also a way to keep

countries as mediators of

conflicts, in addition to expanding

the capacity to protect their

citizens in conflict areas. 

The ambassador stated: "In

these difficult times, we sincerely

hope and request the full support

of the international community.

No person, regardless of their

nationality or beliefs, should

approve or ignore such acts of

brutality. What we are

experiencing is a level of

inhumanity that words cannot

express." 

President Lula took to social

media to express condolences to

the victims of the attack on Israel

that left almost 1300 dead

condemns Hamas attacks on

Israel: "My repudiation of

terrorism". 

Lula said he was "shocked" by

the attacks, which he classified

as "terrorist" and expressed

condolences to the families of the

dead. 

 

BRAZIL 
IS ASHAMED
OF ITS
OMISSION 

"Brazil will spare no effort to

prevent the escalation of the

conflict, including in the

exercise of the Presidency of

the UN Security Council. I call

on the international community

to work for the immediate

resumption of negotiations

leading to a solution to the

conflict that guarantees the

existence of an economically

viable Palestinian state,

coexisting peacefully with Israel

within secure borders for both

sides," the president wrote. 

Hamas, a group considered

terrorist by the European

Union, Israel, the United

Kingdom, and the United

States and which bombed

Israel on Saturday morning (7),

congratulated the president-

elect of Brazil, Luiz Inácio Lula

da Silva (PT), on the occasion

of his victory in the 2022

elections. 

At the time, Basim Naim, a

member of Hamas's Political

Bureau, called Lula a "freedom

fighter" and considered his

election "a victory for all

oppressed peoples around the

world, particularly the

Palestinian people, as he is

known for his strong and

continuous support for the

Palestinians in all international

forums" 

Israeli diplomat Or Shaul Keren,

head of Public Diplomacy and

spokesman for the Israeli

embassy in Brazil, also

"begged" countries like Brazil

not to be left on the sidelines

when it comes to dealing with

the crimes committed by the

terrorist group and its allies. 

BY ANA CLAUDIA
CARREGARO 



RAMPANT VIOLENCE AND
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION
IN BRAZIL 

ÓTIMOS APPS DE
MONTANHISMO - 3

O U T R A S  B O A S  L E I T U R A S
D E S T A  E D I Ç Ã O :

Brazil is full of unusual situations that
only happen in these lands. True
Jabuticabas don't exist anywhere else in
the world. To illustrate, we bring you
some of these pearls below. 
People who have never judged any case
and even failed in a public examination
for judge can be politically elevated to
the highest position, from the highest
Judicial Court and also to the state
Courts of Justice, Superior Court of
Justice, and Courts of Accounts, without
EVER having judged any case, but who
end up acting in cases in which the one
who nominated or appointed them can
also be investigated, denounced or even
appears as a defendant. 
The police chief, who should be a
position of trust to be exercised only by
the best police officers, whose
appointment should occur only by merit
and competence, to exercise the
superior functions of Command and
Control of the notorious "police chief"
power is simply appointed after passing
a public examination. In most cases,
without EVER having investigated any
crime, he is addressed as the "chief of
the investigation" or chief of police, who
in turn heads police officers far more
experienced than he. So obviously it
couldn't work. 

D R  C L A U D I O  A V E L A R  

2023

Violence increases every day and one cannot
disagree with this statement, but the doubt
persists regarding the methods used to solve the
problem. 
In the view of the Conservatives, the solution
would lie in the tougher application of the
criminal law, with the toughening of the Criminal
Procedure and the reduction of supposed
benefits and perks for prisoners who have
committed serious crimes, as well as for
members of criminal factions, among others. 
It is not appropriate at this moment to make a
punctual analysis of the various items of the
proposals sent to the National Congress by the
Ministers of Justice yesterday and today, but one
thing is certain and therefore, we could not fail
to mention in our analysis, that the application
of the penalty in Brazil leaves much to be
desired. 



The criminal investigation,
that is how it is discovered if
there was a crime and who
eventually committed it, takes
place through a police inquiry,
which still follows the molds of
the Courts of the Holy
Inquisition, where it is said
that the investigated person
will not need to defend himself
because he would not be
accused. This citizen, treated
as a suspect, still CANNOT
defend himself. 
In the police investigation, the
absurd figure of the
indictment of the suspect is
present, making the first pre-
judgment, loaded with all
possible subjectivity and
obviously without the right to
contradiction. 
The Defense is only allowed in
fact, after there is a formal
accusation by the Public
Prosecutor's Office with the
approval of the Judiciary. Until
then, lawyers can only act in
search of some kind of
procedural irregularity,
without attacking the merits
of the case, even if their client
has not committed any crime. 
Convicted prisoners do not
have to serve the sentence
imposed at trial, as they are
entitled to a series of benefits,
such as progression and
remission of sentence and
change of disciplinary regime. 

The military police, which is
the police that arrests the
most in the country, cannot
proceed with the
investigation, because
despite arresting, arriving
first at the scene of the
crime, and in turn, having
been the first to collect data,
information, and means of
evidence, it needs to present
the result of its work to the
police chief, so that he can
decide what he intends to do.
without even leaving his
office. In Brazil, the police
cycle is incomplete and the
investigation is merely
notary. Those who arrest,
most of the time, do not
investigate the crime and do
not follow up on the
investigations. 
That police chief mentioned
above, despite his possible
inexperience, presides at the
same time over hundreds of
police investigations, which
is how the police
investigation is materialized.
Does anyone in their right
mind imagine the possibility
of a normal human being
being able to investigate
100, 200, or 300 crimes at
the same time and be able to
make the right decisions in
all cases? 

For personal reasons, such as
vacations, sick leaves,
marriages, business trips, and a
multitude of other factors,
which have nothing to do with
initiating the police
investigation, which should be
to simply indicate authorship
and materiality, deadlines are
commonly extended even in the
police phase of criminal
prosecution, causing the
investigation to last even
longer than would be
necessary. Often for more than
a decade, which turns out to be
real nonsense. 



Only a few situations were
mentioned, among the
countless that supposedly
explain, at least in part, the
failure of Criminal Persecution
in Brazil, which are added to
the slowness and
accumulation of processes in
the Judiciary. The most
incredible thing is that all of
this happens in the name of
the law.
It must be remembered that
the Brazilian model for
Criminal Persecution
maintains, to this day, the
system imposed by Portugal
on the colonies, where the
king appointed a noble friend
and gave him delegated police
power, imposing strict rules on
accused enemies, with no
chance to defend themselves,
in the face of the brutality of
the king's representatives.

The Federal Constitution of
Brazil determines that the
arrest should only be carried
out after the final judgment,
that is, after the exhaustion of
all appeals instances, but
without there being a change
in the constitutional text, the
Federal Supreme Court
decided that the imprisonment
could be carried out after the
decision in the second
instance by a Collegiate Court,
but it is known that even then,
it could take years. The rate of
crime solutions in Brazil
appears to be one of the
worst in the world. Incredibly,
the Supreme Court fails to
comply with its own
understanding, keeping in
prison “suspects” who were
not even reported, much less
tried.
Only a few situations were
mentioned, among the
countless that supposedly
explain, at least in part, the
failure of Criminal Persecution
in Brazil, which are added to
the slowness and
accumulation of processes in
the Judiciary. The most
incredible thing is that all of
this happens in the name of
the law.
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the slowness and
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the Judiciary. The most
incredible thing is that all of
this happens in the name of
the law.
It must be remembered that
the Brazilian model for
Criminal Persecution
maintains, to this day, the
system imposed by Portugal
on the colonies, where the
king appointed a noble friend
and gave him delegated police
power, imposing strict rules on
accused enemies, with no
chance to defend themselves,
in the face of the brutality of
the king's own
representatives.



I reserve these next lines, especially for Criminal Lawyers, who represent the last
frontier of Justice, when exercising their profession, demanding respect for the law,
broad defense, and contradictory, constitutional institutes, which we often see being
violated, along with the prerogatives functional.
Criminalists, as they are commonly called, defend their clients, based on the law in
force, whether hard or soft, strong or weak. The lawyer is first and foremost a good
citizen and therefore, he also calls for and hopes for a crime reduction, but to carry out
his duties, it is not up to him, as a legal professional, to disagree about the seriousness
or not of the legal discussions. National Congress, through due legislative process,
deals with matters related to public security.
To be able to perform a good and efficient job, the Lawyer needs to be attentive to the
coherent application of current criminal and criminal procedural rules, within the ethical
principles that bind his legal performance and should not, under any circumstances, be
held responsible for the acts carried out by whom he starts to defend.
Here is an old lesson from Pimenta Bueno, but one that is always present:

vol. 1

"No law should be conceived except because public utility demands it. The law,
even when it guarantees some of the relations of freedom, affects others, and
always creates obligations and penalties that serve as sanctions; consequently,

whenever it is not dictated for true public utility, it will establish an unjust
sacrifice and perhaps tyranny..."

Claudio Avelar 
Business & Criminal Lawyer 
Specialist in Public Law 
Federal Police Officer retired after 30 years
of exclusive dedication to Brazilian society in
the fight against organized crime. 



BRAZILIAN
EMBASSY IN
ISRAEL 

Since 1947, when the Brazilian diplomat
Oswaldo Aranha presided over the
General Assembly of the United Nations
when on that occasion he constituted the
important milestone of the decisive vote to
recognize the nation of Israel and its
geographic territory, one of the most
important relations between Brazil and
Israel.

In 1951, the Legation of Brazil was created
in Tel Aviv, at the same time in Brazil, the
first Israeli Embassy was opened in the
state of Rio de Janeiro in the same year.
The Legation of Brazil in Israel later
became an Embassy, which occurred in
1958.

Currently, the Embassy of Israel in Brazil is
located in the Brazilian capital, Brasília,
and also maintains a consulate general in
the State of São Paulo, commercial offices
in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

In the same way that there is an Israeli
Embassy in the capital of Brazil, during the
administration of Former President Jair
Messias Bolsonaro, from 2018 to 2022, he
expressed on several occasions his interest
in also establishing a Brazilian embassy in
the capital of Israel, in Jerusalem.

Because Brazil is predominantly Christian,
or we can say, of Jewish/Christian origin,
in addition to political and economic
interests, there was religious interest,
which contributed to its adoption as a
campaign commitment in his candidacy for
president.

Despite the apparent religious diversity,
the population basically follows
Christianity: around 60 to 70 percent are
Catholics and another 20 to 30 percent are
evangelicals, according to FGV and
Datafolha. All other religions would not
bring together more than 3 percent of the
population. (camara.leg.br)

BY ALEX MOREIRA

https://www.camara.leg.br/radio/programas/284941-especial-religiosidade-1-o-cristianismo-domina-as-crencas-no-brasil-0607/


Due to this expressive number, indicators
according to information from the
Legislative Chamber itself, there is no
denying the strength of influence over any
government, especially when its president
is also among its members.
While other countries were already about
to make their changes, for example, the
United States, led by former President
Donald Trump, in May 2018, transferred the
American embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem, followed by Guatemala it
moved too, days later.
There were many efforts made for this
change or transfer of location, pressured
by opposition congressmen, and even
diplomacy involving other countries, which
maintain their bilateral agreements,
investments, and negotiations with Brazil,
the maximum achieved was a commercial
office in Jerusalem, opened in 2019.
This office is managed by the Brazilian
Export and Investment Promotion Agency
(APEX-BRASIL).

"We opened our business office in
Jerusalem. I have been talking to
leaders in the Arab world, we are
working to achieve our objective. A
campaign commitment alone is not
enough, we must do it in such a way that
everyone understands its real objective.
Mine It's loyalty to God", said the
president during a thanksgiving service
at Palácio do Planalto. Several ministers
participated in the ceremony, as well as
parliamentarians and evangelical
pastors from various evangelical
denominations. The event featured a
choir, orchestra, and band that took
turns singing gospel songs and prayers.

The transfer of the embassy is a
campaign promise from the president,
but it faces resistance from Islamic
countries, which rank 3rd among the
main importers of Brazilian agricultural
products. In 2018, exports to these
nations totaled US$16.4 billion in 2018.
The city of Jerusalem is at the center of
clashes and disputes between
Palestinians (Islamists) and Israelis
(Jews), as both claim the site as sacred.
Furthermore, the East Jerusalem region
is considered the capital of a future
Palestinian state. - (agenciabrasil.ebc)

The need to have embassies from friendly
countries and commercial partners for the
development and exchange of information,
as well as strengthening agreements and
future planning, is extremely important, for
both parties it is at least essential. -



Brazil and Israel share a long history of
exchange in technical, scientific, and
technological areas. Since the 1960s, Israel
has contributed to the development of
semi-arid agriculture, through the
dissemination of irrigation techniques in
regions of the Brazilian Northeast. Now,
with the visit of President Shimon Peres
and the signing of a new agreement, Brazil
and Israel will work together in technical
cooperation for the benefit of other
countries, especially in Africa.

Twenty years ago, there were only 5 Israeli
companies represented in Brazil, today
there are around 150 Israeli companies in
the country. This high number of Israeli
companies that have already established
themselves in Brazil shows the great
increase in Israel's interest in the Brazilian
market.
 
The majority of these 150 Israeli companies
located in Brazil are high technology in
various areas such as Agrotechnology (42
companies), Telecommunications and IT
(42 companies), Security Products and
Technologies (24 companies), Medical
Equipment (17 companies) in addition to
companies in other areas such as
Electrical Equipment, Aviation and
Aerospace Vehicles, Energy and others.

The decision to retreat, regarding the
change of the embassy and the
implementation of just one commercial
office, is an unknown with the service and
the expectations and interests of those
involved, which is obviously to say, that the
opponents got it right on some crucial
point for the outcome of this decision.
It is observed that campaign promises will
not always be fulfilled, many obstacles
arise in the way, some known even before
the campaigns themselves, others
discovered later. The use of the saying “it
was worth the effort” does not always
define the true result.



INTERNATIONAL
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October 7, exactly 50 years

after the start of the Yom

Kippur War, Israel dawned

under a heavy terrorist attack

by Hamas.

Rockets were launched from

the Gaza Strip, and terrorists

invaded Israeli territory in

several different locations.
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Rockets were launched from
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invaded Israeli territory in

several different locations.

This is an attack initiated by

terrorist organizations led by

Hamas, without any pretext or

prior action on the part of Israel.

Furthermore, this attack comes

after a long period in which

Israel has attempted to

maintain calm in the Gaza Strip

while making great efforts to

improve the civil situation in the

region.
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OCTOBER 7OCTOBER 7
MASSACRE INMASSACRE IN
ISRAELISRAEL

SPECIAL REPORT

The terrorist organization Hamas

launched an extensive attack,

from the Gaza Strip, against the

citizens of Israel, through the

widespread and indiscriminate

firing of missiles and rockets

against the citizens of Israel from

the South to Tel Aviv and

Jerusalem, infiltration of terrorists

in Israeli communities on the

border with Gaza and attempted

murders of families and

individuals on their way to

synagogues. It is worth

mentioning that today the Jewish

holiday Simchat Torah is

celebrated.
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“When an ideology becomes so ingrained that it supports“When an ideology becomes so ingrained that it supports
barbarities for an abominable objective, it is alarming for anybarbarities for an abominable objective, it is alarming for any

society.”society.”
Nanette Blitz Konig, I Survived the Holocaust...Nanette Blitz Konig, I Survived the Holocaust...

By Ana Claudia Carregaro



Statement by 1stStatement by 1st
MinisterMinister

BenjaminBenjamin
Netanyahu ofNetanyahu of

Israel andIsrael and
Operation IronOperation Iron

SwordSword

We are at war, not in an operationWe are at war, not in an operation

or a minor conflict, but at war,” saidor a minor conflict, but at war,” said

Israeli Prime Minister BenjaminIsraeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu, “I summoned theNetanyahu, “I summoned the

heads of the security forces andheads of the security forces and

ordered – first of all – theordered – first of all – the

evacuation of the communities thatevacuation of the communities that

were infiltrated by terrorists. This iswere infiltrated by terrorists. This is

being accomplished right now,” hebeing accomplished right now,” he

continued.continued.

“At the same time, I ordered a“At the same time, I ordered a

broad mobilization of reservists sobroad mobilization of reservists so

that we could retaliate with athat we could retaliate with a

magnitude that the enemy did notmagnitude that the enemy did not

know. The enemy will pay anknow. The enemy will pay an

unprecedented price”, stated theunprecedented price”, stated the

Prime Minister.Prime Minister.

  The unity between us sends aThe unity between us sends a

clear message to the nation,clear message to the nation,

the enemy, and the world. […]the enemy, and the world. […]

Hamas thought it would destroyHamas thought it would destroy

us. [It will be us who] destroyus. [It will be us who] destroy

Hamas,” said Netanyahu,Hamas,” said Netanyahu,

according to a statementaccording to a statement

released by the prime minister’sreleased by the prime minister’s
office.office.

Israeli Prime Minister BenjaminIsraeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu today rejected callsNetanyahu today rejected calls

for a temporary halt to thefor a temporary halt to the

conflict with Hamas.conflict with Hamas.

During a televised address,During a televised address,

Netanyahu said he would notNetanyahu said he would not

agree to that until the hostagesagree to that until the hostages

captured by Hamas during thecaptured by Hamas during the

Oct. 7 assault on Israel areOct. 7 assault on Israel are

released.released.

Netanyahu made the statementNetanyahu made the statement

shortly after U.S. Secretary ofshortly after U.S. Secretary of

State Antony Blinken reiteratedState Antony Blinken reiterated

calls for "humanitarian pauses"calls for "humanitarian pauses"

in the conflict to allow more aidin the conflict to allow more aid

to Gaza. (BBC)to Gaza. (BBC)

The State of Israel will doThe State of Israel will do

everything to protect its citizenseverything to protect its citizens

and is not afraid of a broadand is not afraid of a broad

campaign in Gaza. Israel willcampaign in Gaza. Israel will

exact the full price from terroristexact the full price from terrorist

organizations and is prepared toorganizations and is prepared to

act as necessary until itsact as necessary until its

objectives are achieved.objectives are achieved.

Hamas is the ruler in the GazaHamas is the ruler in the Gaza

Strip and is therefore responsibleStrip and is therefore responsible

for this attack. You will have tofor this attack. You will have to

bear the results andbear the results and

responsibility for the events.responsibility for the events.

On October 11th, the PrimeOn October 11th, the Prime

Minister spoke again:Minister spoke again:

“Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin“Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu promised to “destroyNetanyahu promised to “destroy

Hamas” by calling the extremistHamas” by calling the extremist

group “bloodthirsty monsters”group “bloodthirsty monsters”

on Sunday (October 15, 2023)on Sunday (October 15, 2023)

during the first meeting of theduring the first meeting of the

Israeli emergency government.Israeli emergency government.

“We are working 24 hours a day“We are working 24 hours a day

as a team and as a united front.as a team and as a united front.



The day was supposed to beThe day was supposed to be

one of joy and dancing, andone of joy and dancing, and

tragically the “Super Nova”tragically the “Super Nova”

music festival, “Tribe of Novamusic festival, “Tribe of Nova

Universo Paralello edition”. ItUniverso Paralello edition”. It

dawned amidst electronicdawned amidst electronic

sound, gunshots, screams,sound, gunshots, screams,

explosions.explosions.

On October 7, the terroristOn October 7, the terrorist

group Hamas left at least 260group Hamas left at least 260

people dead at the festival,people dead at the festival,

according to the Israeli rescueaccording to the Israeli rescue

service Zaka.service Zaka.

Reports that people wereReports that people were

running away and being shotrunning away and being shot

and falling, people went toand falling, people went to

nearby Bankers and were stillnearby Bankers and were still

killed and others were taken,killed and others were taken,

hostage.hostage.

Israel will be marked by thatIsrael will be marked by that

sad day when hundreds ofsad day when hundreds of

young people were murdered.young people were murdered.

Brazilians who lostBrazilians who lost
their livestheir lives

Karla StelzerKarla Stelzer was buried in was buried in

southern Israel. She was at ansouthern Israel. She was at an

electronic music festival nearelectronic music festival near

Gaza. The Rio native's death wasGaza. The Rio native's death was

confirmed by the Brazilianconfirmed by the Brazilian

ambassador to Israel, Fredericoambassador to Israel, Frederico

Meyer, in an interview withMeyer, in an interview with

GloboNews.GloboNews.

Ranani Nidejelski Glazer,Ranani Nidejelski Glazer, 24 years 24 years

old, Ranani managed to escapeold, Ranani managed to escape

the initial attack by Hamas militantsthe initial attack by Hamas militants

and take refuge in a bunker, butand take refuge in a bunker, but

the place was later invaded and,the place was later invaded and,

since then, the young man has notsince then, the young man has not

responded to contacts from familyresponded to contacts from family

and friends.and friends.  

Bruna ValeanuBruna Valeanu lived in Israel with lived in Israel with

just her mother and sister. After thejust her mother and sister. After the

request was published on socialrequest was published on social

media, dozens of people went tomedia, dozens of people went to

the young woman's funeral. Athe young woman's funeral. A

kilometer-long queue of carskilometer-long queue of cars

formed in the region. Reports onformed in the region. Reports on

social media claim that people leftsocial media claim that people left

their cars parked in line to get totheir cars parked in line to get to

the funeral on time.the funeral on time.

TO THE SOUND OF FEARTO THE SOUND OF FEAR



Entire familiesEntire families
were wiped out inwere wiped out in

the Kibbutzthe Kibbutz

Kibbutzim are a small,Kibbutzim are a small,

economically autonomous Israelieconomically autonomous Israeli

community based on agricultural orcommunity based on agricultural or

agro-industrial work, characterizedagro-industrial work, characterized

by an egalitarian and democraticby an egalitarian and democratic

organization, and were alsoorganization, and were also

another site of attack by Hamasanother site of attack by Hamas

terrorists.terrorists.

It is known that evil exists, it isIt is known that evil exists, it is

known that there are people withknown that there are people with

bad natures, but what Hamas didbad natures, but what Hamas did

to these people took evil to anotherto these people took evil to another

level. Coroners said the level oflevel. Coroners said the level of

torture of mothers, fathers, andtorture of mothers, fathers, and

children was beyond what theychildren was beyond what they

could have imagined. Numberscould have imagined. Numbers

indicate by the Israeli governmentindicate by the Israeli government

that more than 40 babies werethat more than 40 babies were

killed in the most brutal ways.killed in the most brutal ways.

Israeli Major General Itai VeruvIsraeli Major General Itai Veruv

said: "You see babies, mothers,said: "You see babies, mothers,

fathers, in their rooms, in theirfathers, in their rooms, in their

protective rooms, and how theprotective rooms, and how the

terrorists kill them. It's not a war,terrorists kill them. It's not a war,

it's not a battlefield. It's ait's not a battlefield. It's a

massacre, It's a terrorist activity"massacre, It's a terrorist activity"

"It's something I've never seen in"It's something I've never seen in

my life. It's something we used tomy life. It's something we used to

imagine from our grandfathers andimagine from our grandfathers and

grandmothers in the pogromsgrandmothers in the pogroms

("wreak havoc, destroy violently")("wreak havoc, destroy violently")

in Europe and elsewhere. It's notin Europe and elsewhere. It's not

something that happens in the newsomething that happens in the new

story."story."



EXODUS FROM PALESTINEEXODUS FROM PALESTINE
The Israeli army is preparing toThe Israeli army is preparing to

carry out a major ground offensivecarry out a major ground offensive

in Gaza and Israel has set ain Gaza and Israel has set a

deadline for the population ofdeadline for the population of

Gaza to migrate to the south of theGaza to migrate to the south of the

strip. Israel promised to bring thestrip. Israel promised to bring the

hostages back, it was a missionhostages back, it was a mission

that the country established.that the country established.

Due to Israel's warning, peopleDue to Israel's warning, people

consequently migrated to Egypt,consequently migrated to Egypt,

which serves as a humanitarianwhich serves as a humanitarian

corridor, but Egypt, having to dealcorridor, but Egypt, having to deal

with the terrorist group, does notwith the terrorist group, does not

want this corridor to serve as awant this corridor to serve as a

foundation for Hamas. As a result,foundation for Hamas. As a result,

people were prevented frompeople were prevented from

crossing the border, as Hamascrossing the border, as Hamas

could be infiltrating these people tocould be infiltrating these people to

enter the country. Others wereenter the country. Others were

unable to migrate to the south dueunable to migrate to the south due

to the impediment of Hamas itself,to the impediment of Hamas itself,

which uses people who live in thewhich uses people who live in the

Gaza Strip as a shield, notGaza Strip as a shield, not

allowing them to leave, and othersallowing them to leave, and others

who have already beenwho have already been

brainwashed by the caliphate.brainwashed by the caliphate.

On October 15th US Secretary,On October 15th US Secretary,

Antony Blinken, said that theAntony Blinken, said that the

Rafah crossing would be openedRafah crossing would be opened

for humanitarian aid in the Gazafor humanitarian aid in the Gaza

Strip, there are tons of supplies,Strip, there are tons of supplies,

food, water, and medicine.food, water, and medicine.

According to OCHA, 117 trucksAccording to OCHA, 117 trucks

have entered the Gaza Strip sincehave entered the Gaza Strip since

aid deliveries resumed in theaid deliveries resumed in the

Palestinian enclave. (October 28)Palestinian enclave. (October 28)

On November 1, Egypt finally agreed to open the Rafah
border crossing with Gaza. About 500 people with dual
citizenship have begun to leave the conflict zone. This

is the first time that the border region has been
opened to the passage of foreigners and Palestinians

who have fled bombardments in the Gaza Strip.



GROUPGROUP
HAMAS TERRORISTHAMAS TERRORIST

The space of the Gaza Strip is 40The space of the Gaza Strip is 40

km long and at its widest point it iskm long and at its widest point it is

up to 12 km deep and at itsup to 12 km deep and at its

narrowest point it is 5 km 2 millionnarrowest point it is 5 km 2 million

people are living in this space, inpeople are living in this space, in

other words, it is a veryother words, it is a very

concentrated space It is closed.concentrated space It is closed.

Closed to the world, because aClosed to the world, because a

terrorist organization has occupiedterrorist organization has occupied

this space since 2007, so accessthis space since 2007, so access

is very difficult for humanitarianis very difficult for humanitarian

aid. Israel allows some suppliesaid. Israel allows some supplies

(food, water, and medical material)(food, water, and medical material)

to reach Gaza with this, everythingto reach Gaza with this, everything

has to be checked, it has to behas to be checked, it has to be

searched because certainsearched because certain

materials can be used to buildmaterials can be used to build

explosives and weapons.explosives and weapons.

Hamas was born in 1987 as aHamas was born in 1987 as a

political arm of the group called thepolitical arm of the group called the

Muslim Brotherhood, which is aMuslim Brotherhood, which is a

political group of Islamic origin withpolitical group of Islamic origin with

radical ideas that led to theradical ideas that led to the

founding of Al-Qaeda, and Hamas,founding of Al-Qaeda, and Hamas,

a group that already foughta group that already fought

armedly against in Egypt.armedly against in Egypt.

How did Hamas manage toHow did Hamas manage to

have so many weapons tohave so many weapons to

attack Israel? It was like this:attack Israel? It was like this:

through these “aids”. Thethrough these “aids”. The

numbers are 3,000 morenumbers are 3,000 more

than 3,000 rockets launchedthan 3,000 rockets launched

against Israel on the 7th, andagainst Israel on the 7th, and

these weapons arrivedthese weapons arrived

somehow, one of the wayssomehow, one of the ways

they were supplied by Iran,they were supplied by Iran,

others came fromothers came from

Afghanistan after the UnitedAfghanistan after the United

States left the country and inStates left the country and in

2021 leaving the entire2021 leaving the entire

apparatus war backward.apparatus war backward.

Videos show HamasVideos show Hamas

propagandizing the group bypropagandizing the group by

removing water supply pipes,removing water supply pipes,

which Israel supplies towhich Israel supplies to

Gaza, to build explosives.Gaza, to build explosives.

Hamas (Arabic acronym forHamas (Arabic acronym for

“Islamic Resistance Movement”),“Islamic Resistance Movement”),

won the 2006 legislative electionswon the 2006 legislative elections

in Palestine, defeating the rivalin Palestine, defeating the rival

Fatah movement, run by theFatah movement, run by the

president of the Palestinianpresident of the Palestinian

National Authority (ANP),National Authority (ANP),

Mahmoud Abbas.Mahmoud Abbas.

Since then, militants in Gaza haveSince then, militants in Gaza have

clashed with Israel, which togetherclashed with Israel, which together

with Egypt has maintained awith Egypt has maintained a

blockade on the territory sinceblockade on the territory since

2006 to isolate Hamas and2006 to isolate Hamas and

pressure it to stop the attacks.pressure it to stop the attacks.

Countries such as the United States, United Kingdom, Japan, Australia,
and the nations of the European Union classify Hamas as a terrorist

organization.



PRO PALESTINIANPRO PALESTINIAN
PROTESTPROTEST

Demonstrations around the worldDemonstrations around the world

began to erupt in western France,began to erupt in western France,

Germany, the United States,Germany, the United States,

Spain, and mainly the UnitedSpain, and mainly the United

Kingdom. The protests were filledKingdom. The protests were filled

with the vast majority of Muslimwith the vast majority of Muslim

people, with Palestinian flags,people, with Palestinian flags,

Hamas and Taliban flagsHamas and Taliban flags

In France, massive protests had toIn France, massive protests had to

be contained by the police andbe contained by the police and

were banned. France has thewere banned. France has the

largest Islamic community inlargest Islamic community in

Europe, but at the same time, itEurope, but at the same time, it

has the largest Jewish communityhas the largest Jewish community

on the continent.on the continent.

On October 20th, the protestersOn October 20th, the protesters

returned to the streets, whichreturned to the streets, which

turned out to be the first Pro-turned out to be the first Pro-

Palestinian protest allowed inPalestinian protest allowed in

France, not at the will of theFrance, not at the will of the

Government, but of the courts,Government, but of the courts,

which lifted the ban.which lifted the ban.

Around 4 thousand people cameAround 4 thousand people came

to the center of Paris and no softto the center of Paris and no soft

words were heard, neither aboutwords were heard, neither about

Israel nor about Macron.Israel nor about Macron.

“Israel, murderer! Macron,“Israel, murderer! Macron,

accomplice!” was heard on theaccomplice!” was heard on the

streets.streets.

Pro-Palestinian demonstration in Paris (Photo: Reuters)

Getty Images - FranceFrance



On October 14, according to theOn October 14, according to the

British newspaper Guardian,British newspaper Guardian,

demonstrations took place indemonstrations took place in

Manchester, Liverpool, Edinburgh,Manchester, Liverpool, Edinburgh,

Glasgow, Aberdeen, and London,Glasgow, Aberdeen, and London,

the country's capital, with dozensthe country's capital, with dozens

of people carrying flags and askingof people carrying flags and asking

world leaders to condemn theworld leaders to condemn the

actions of the forces Israelisactions of the forces Israelis

Protesters challenged InteriorProtesters challenged Interior

Minister Suella Braverman, who hadMinister Suella Braverman, who had

said that waving a Palestinian flagsaid that waving a Palestinian flag

could be a crime. At the time, thecould be a crime. At the time, the

thousands of people who attendedthousands of people who attended

"did not appear to take such a threat"did not appear to take such a threat

seriously", said the newspaper.seriously", said the newspaper.

The event also included theThe event also included the

participation of former Labor leaderparticipation of former Labor leader

Jeremy Corbyn, who spoke callingJeremy Corbyn, who spoke calling

for Israel's attacks on Gaza to befor Israel's attacks on Gaza to be

condemned.condemned.

“There are many who say no one“There are many who say no one

should be here today because theyshould be here today because they

will be tolerating terrible things. Nonewill be tolerating terrible things. None

of us are here to condone murder.of us are here to condone murder.

None of us are here to tolerate theNone of us are here to tolerate the

occupation. [...] If you believe inoccupation. [...] If you believe in

international law, if you believe ininternational law, if you believe in

human rights, then you musthuman rights, then you must

condemn what is happening now incondemn what is happening now in

Gaza by the Israeli army," he said.Gaza by the Israeli army," he said.

In the cities of Manchester andIn the cities of Manchester and

Liverpool, for example, protestersLiverpool, for example, protesters

waved “freedom for Palestine”waved “freedom for Palestine”

signs.signs.

'Free Palestine',
'Freedom for Palestine'
and 'Stop the massacre
in Gaza' were phrases

chanted by the
thousands of people

who took to the streets
to denounce Israel

UK



It is wrong that this war isIt is wrong that this war is

territorially far away, this war goesterritorially far away, this war goes

beyond Israel's borders. Accordingbeyond Israel's borders. According

to the Hamas statute, it reads: Israelto the Hamas statute, it reads: Israel

will exist and will continue to existwill exist and will continue to exist

until Islam makes it disappear, as ituntil Islam makes it disappear, as it

made all those who existed before itmade all those who existed before it

disappear. (according to the wordsdisappear. (according to the words

of the martyr, Iman Hasan al-of the martyr, Iman Hasan al-

Banna, with the grace of Allah).Banna, with the grace of Allah).

(two).(two).

The terrorist group Hamas,The terrorist group Hamas,

including Muslims and Arabs, doesincluding Muslims and Arabs, does

not recognize the existence of thenot recognize the existence of the

state of Israel, in other words, thestate of Israel, in other words, the

group does not admit the existencegroup does not admit the existence

of the state and its people, so theof the state and its people, so the

extermination of the Jews wouldextermination of the Jews would

materialize its status.materialize its status.

Israel has already attempted peaceIsrael has already attempted peace

agreements in several years withagreements in several years with

the handover of the territory, 1936,the handover of the territory, 1936,

1947, 1967, 2000, and 2008, and in1947, 1967, 2000, and 2008, and in

all attempts to create two states, toall attempts to create two states, to

be fair to both, the Arab peoplebe fair to both, the Arab people

rejected the offer and respondedrejected the offer and responded

with attacks and wars on Israel.with attacks and wars on Israel.

Palestine ended up having supportPalestine ended up having support

from other Arab countries such asfrom other Arab countries such as

Saudi Arabia, Iran, Libya, Egypt,Saudi Arabia, Iran, Libya, Egypt,

Algeria, Yemen, Iraq, Syria, andAlgeria, Yemen, Iraq, Syria, and

Lebanon with the speech thatLebanon with the speech that

“Palestine has the right to achieve“Palestine has the right to achieve

its legitimate rights, realize its hopesits legitimate rights, realize its hopes

and aspirations and achieve a justand aspirations and achieve a just

and lasting peace.”and lasting peace.”

That said, Hamas' actions onThat said, Hamas' actions on

October 7, 2023, only solidify whatOctober 7, 2023, only solidify what

they are doing. The objective of thisthey are doing. The objective of this

group and other countries indirectlygroup and other countries indirectly

is to exterminate Israel and theis to exterminate Israel and the

Jewish people, if Israel falls theJewish people, if Israel falls the

West falls. Israel is the door to theWest falls. Israel is the door to the

West, to the Westernism of theWest, to the Westernism of the

Judeo-Christian Civilization, the onlyJudeo-Christian Civilization, the only

door to democracy amiddoor to democracy amid

dictatorships and tyrannies.dictatorships and tyrannies.

THE WAR ISTHE WAR IS
NOT JUSTNOT JUST
AGAINSTAGAINST
ISRAEL, IT ISISRAEL, IT IS
FOR THEFOR THE
ENTIREENTIRE
WESTERNWESTERN
JUDEO-JUDEO-
CHRISTIANCHRISTIAN
CIVILIZATIONCIVILIZATION



U.SU.S
AND AN OLDAND AN OLD
ENEMYENEMY
The United States demonstratedThe United States demonstrated

support for Israel and sent thesupport for Israel and sent the

Gerald R.A. Ford, the largestGerald R.A. Ford, the largest

warship ever built, to the Easternwarship ever built, to the Eastern

Mediterranean.Mediterranean.

Biden also said that US support forBiden also said that US support for

Israel's security “is solid andIsrael's security “is solid and

unwavering”, “that we will dounwavering”, “that we will do

everything so that Israel can defendeverything so that Israel can defend

itself” and that Americans walkitself” and that Americans walk

“shoulder to shoulder with the“shoulder to shoulder with the

Israelis”.Israelis”.

On October 13, Iran declared: “If theOn October 13, Iran declared: “If the

Americans want to prevent theAmericans want to prevent the

development of war in the region,development of war in the region,

they must control Israel", followingthey must control Israel", following

the offensive it was targeted lastthe offensive it was targeted last

Saturday (7), Israel proposed toSaturday (7), Israel proposed to

eradicate the movement in theeradicate the movement in the

region. Gaza Strip.region. Gaza Strip.

On October 14, American SecretaryOn October 14, American Secretary

of Defense Lloyd Austin officiallyof Defense Lloyd Austin officially

stated on Saturday that the nuclearstated on Saturday that the nuclear

aircraft carrier USS Dwight D.aircraft carrier USS Dwight D.

Eisenhower and its naval air taskEisenhower and its naval air task

force were sailing to the easternforce were sailing to the eastern

Mediterranean Sea with the aim ofMediterranean Sea with the aim of

"deterring hostile actions against"deterring hostile actions against

Israel or [other nations'] efforts toIsrael or [other nations'] efforts to

widen the war." It will be the secondwiden the war." It will be the second

group of American ships sent to thegroup of American ships sent to the

region.region.
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The United States has held privateThe United States has held private

talks with Iran in recent days (Oct.talks with Iran in recent days (Oct.

15) to warn the country against15) to warn the country against

escalation, White House Nationalescalation, White House National

Security Advisor Jake Sullivan saidSecurity Advisor Jake Sullivan said

on CBS News' Face the Nation onon CBS News' Face the Nation on

Sunday. Sullivan said the US doesSunday. Sullivan said the US does

not rule out direct intervention bynot rule out direct intervention by

Iran or via Hezbollah, the Lebanon-Iran or via Hezbollah, the Lebanon-

based militia group it sponsors.based militia group it sponsors.

Joe Biden on October 17thJoe Biden on October 17th

embarked on Israel to meet withembarked on Israel to meet with

Netanyahu. Biden reinforcedNetanyahu. Biden reinforced

support for his history.support for his history.

“As President of the United States“As President of the United States

there is no greater priority thanthere is no greater priority than

freeing the hostages and for thosefreeing the hostages and for those

who are grieving, I know there is awho are grieving, I know there is a

big black hole in the middle of yourbig black hole in the middle of your

chest....”chest....”

Biden also said:Biden also said:

“We are going to ask the“We are going to ask the

International Community to provideInternational Community to provide

humanitarian aid to Gaza and wehumanitarian aid to Gaza and we

are in contact with the Egyptianare in contact with the Egyptian

government and also with othergovernment and also with other

partners in the region so that theypartners in the region so that they

can enter through the Border ascan enter through the Border as

soon as possible.“soon as possible.“



On October 8, Israel responded to theOn October 8, Israel responded to the

Hamas attacks, the IDF (acronym inHamas attacks, the IDF (acronym in

English for Israel Defense Forces)English for Israel Defense Forces)

attacked a series of Hamas cellsattacked a series of Hamas cells

around the Gaza Strip with dronesaround the Gaza Strip with drones

during the early hours of the morning.during the early hours of the morning.

Israeli Prime Minister BenjaminIsraeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu declared, in a statement,Netanyahu declared, in a statement,

war on Hamas and stated that thewar on Hamas and stated that the

“enemy will pay a price as it has never“enemy will pay a price as it has never

known before”.known before”.

Israel's Energy Minister, Israel Katz,Israel's Energy Minister, Israel Katz,

said on October 12, 2023, that Gazasaid on October 12, 2023, that Gaza

will not have access to energy, water,will not have access to energy, water,

and fuel until the hostages kidnappedand fuel until the hostages kidnapped

by the Hamas paramilitary group areby the Hamas paramilitary group are

released and returned to Israel.released and returned to Israel.

“Humanitarian aid for Gaza?“Humanitarian aid for Gaza?

No electrical switches will be turnedNo electrical switches will be turned

on, no fire hydrants will be opened andon, no fire hydrants will be opened and

no fuel trucks will enter until theno fuel trucks will enter until the

kidnapped Israelis return home.kidnapped Israelis return home.

Humanitarianism for humanitarianism’sHumanitarianism for humanitarianism’s
sake. And no one will preach moralitysake. And no one will preach morality

to us”, wrote the minister in a post onto us”, wrote the minister in a post on

X.X.

According to the IDF (IsraelAccording to the IDF (Israel

Defense Forces), they areDefense Forces), they are

preparing a “significant operation”preparing a “significant operation”

attack by “air, sea and land” in theattack by “air, sea and land” in the

Gaza Strip. The action can beGaza Strip. The action can be

started at any time. Currently, Israelstarted at any time. Currently, Israel

has 173,000 active militaryhas 173,000 active military

personnel and 300,000 called-uppersonnel and 300,000 called-up

reservists.reservists.

Another group that is against IsraelAnother group that is against Israel

is, and has been attacking inis, and has been attacking in

southern Lebanon for days, thesouthern Lebanon for days, the

terrorist group Hezbollah.terrorist group Hezbollah.

Hezbollah's military power hasHezbollah's military power has

130,000 missiles and 100,000130,000 missiles and 100,000

fighters, an estimate that Hamasfighters, an estimate that Hamas

has only 30,000.has only 30,000.

ISRAEL'SISRAEL'S
COUNTERATTACKCOUNTERATTACK

Around 229 (October 28, 2023)Around 229 (October 28, 2023)

people were kidnapped by Hamas,people were kidnapped by Hamas,

in addition to Israelis and otherin addition to Israelis and other

nationalities such as the Unitednationalities such as the United

States (10), Argentina (6), GermanyStates (10), Argentina (6), Germany

(6), Russia (4), Ukraine (3), Spain(6), Russia (4), Ukraine (3), Spain

(2), United Kingdom (2), France (2),(2), United Kingdom (2), France (2),

Netherlands (2), Brazil (2), PolandNetherlands (2), Brazil (2), Poland

(1), Azerbaijan (1), South Africa (1),(1), Azerbaijan (1), South Africa (1),

Canada (1) and Chile ( 1).Canada (1) and Chile ( 1).

On the same day, the paramilitaryOn the same day, the paramilitary

group threatened to executegroup threatened to execute

hostages in retaliation for eachhostages in retaliation for each

Israeli attack.Israeli attack.

“From this moment on, we“From this moment on, we

announce that any attack on civilianannounce that any attack on civilian

homes without warning willhomes without warning will

regrettably be met with theregrettably be met with the

execution of one of the enemyexecution of one of the enemy

civilian hostages we hold, and wecivilian hostages we hold, and we

will be forced to broadcast this,”will be forced to broadcast this,”

Abu Obaida, Hamas spokesman,Abu Obaida, Hamas spokesman,

announced to the channel from Alannounced to the channel from Al

Jazeera.Jazeera.

At least 10,328 lives have
been lost in the war

between Israel and the
Palestinians, which

entered its 26th day on
Wednesday, according to

figures released by health
officials on both sides.

CNN
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On November 1, parliamentaryOn November 1, parliamentary

politicians saw the videos takenpoliticians saw the videos taken

from the terrorists' cameras andfrom the terrorists' cameras and

cell phones. There were 43cell phones. There were 43

minutes of torturous and violentminutes of torturous and violent

scenes against civilians. Becausescenes against civilians. Because

of the scenes, people had toof the scenes, people had to

leave the room due to the shockleave the room due to the shock

and had to be attended to byand had to be attended to by

professionals.professionals.    

The new images show the attacksThe new images show the attacks

on the Supernova Universoon the Supernova Universo

Paralello Edition rave, which leftParalello Edition rave, which left

260 people dead. They also show260 people dead. They also show

the invasion of a kibbutz in whichthe invasion of a kibbutz in which

Hamas militants kill a father inHamas militants kill a father in

front of his children; a call from afront of his children; a call from a

fighter to his parents celebratingfighter to his parents celebrating

murders; beheadings; charredmurders; beheadings; charred

bodies; and babies still in diapersbodies; and babies still in diapers

dead....dead....

SCENES THAT WILLSCENES THAT WILL
NEVER BE FORGOTTENNEVER BE FORGOTTEN

Politicians were the third group toPoliticians were the third group to

have access to the images. Beforehave access to the images. Before

them, the Israel Defense Forcesthem, the Israel Defense Forces

(IDF) screened the film for foreign(IDF) screened the film for foreign

journalists and local journalists.journalists and local journalists.

Because the images are veryBecause the images are very

disturbing, the content has notdisturbing, the content has not

been released to the public to date.been released to the public to date.

The ambassador to Brazil, DanielThe ambassador to Brazil, Daniel

Zonshine, said that the imagesZonshine, said that the images

would be shown so that people dowould be shown so that people do

not forget the nature of the attacks,not forget the nature of the attacks,

always described by the diplomaticalways described by the diplomatic

corps as “shocking”. There arecorps as “shocking”. There are

brutal scenes, such as Hamasbrutal scenes, such as Hamas

militants using a hoe to behead amilitants using a hoe to behead a

Jew. Two men alternate in theJew. Two men alternate in the

task...task...

The Secretary of State of theThe Secretary of State of the

United States, Antony Blinken,United States, Antony Blinken,

expressed his dismay regardingexpressed his dismay regarding

the recent attack by the terroristthe recent attack by the terrorist

group Hamas on Israel during agroup Hamas on Israel during a

press conference held this Friday,press conference held this Friday,

3rd, in Tel Aviv. Blinken described3rd, in Tel Aviv. Blinken described

the incident as “striking” andthe incident as “striking” and

lamented that it was so quicklylamented that it was so quickly

forgotten by many.forgotten by many.

During the press conference,During the press conference,

Blinken revealed that he hadBlinken revealed that he had

watched additional footage of thewatched additional footage of the

attack, which was compiled byattack, which was compiled by

the Israeli government. Thethe Israeli government. The

Secretary of State described oneSecretary of State described one

video in particular where a familyvideo in particular where a family

on a kibbutz was targeted in theon a kibbutz was targeted in the

Hamas attack.Hamas attack.



ISRAEL'SISRAEL'S
CONFLICTCONFLICT

Know to distinguish! You cannot tell or
narrate a story from a moment, or an
occasion, you need to at least know the
origin of the facts.
What often happens is speculation,
people wanting notoriety, likes, views,
sponsorships, and monetization. We live
in the age of misinformation, it seems
strange, doesn’t it?
With the expansion of media and access
to virtual research, books, and libraries
being left aside, there is full confidence
that the source of virtual information is
reliable to the writings, or more up to
date as they have images and visuals.
The danger is hidden, when words are
placed on purpose and the images are
supposedly true, they may just be the
effects of AI (Artificial intelligence).

The game of biased words is happening
all the time, to redefine concepts, and
opinions, and even incite different
feelings.
That's why it's important not to believe
everything you see or say, always look
for some historical record to corroborate
what is being proposed.

WAR - definition: armed struggle
between nations or between parties,
armed conflict between two or more
nations, or groups, involving death and
destruction.

If the war assumes that it is between
two or more nations, defending their
interests, it is easy to understand the
difference between a terrorist attack
and a war between nations.

TERRORISM – definition: a way of
establishing a will through the
continuous use of terror.

Organized and methodical use of
violence for political purposes,
normally through attacks, seeking to
disorganize current society.

On the topic in question, especially if this
research is more than necessary, the word
“WAR” is becoming increasingly common,
let’s look at some examples:
-Cultural War, Ideological War, Political
War, Holy War, Biological War, Civil War,
War of the Sexes... and also the Russia vs.
Ukraine Wars, Vietnam War, World War 1,
World War 2, Cold War, War of 6 Days... 3
World War (premonition), currently Israel
War X Hamas Terrorist Group, there are
countless uses of this word (WAR).
But what really defines a war?

Por Alex Moreira 



So the questions that need to be
asked are: who started it? Who
incited it? What is the objective?

The war between nations cannot be
interpreted or equated with the
specific situation of a surprise attack
by a group of terrorists on anyone. It
should be noted that nothing
justifies a war, the best path and
solutions are always with
pacification agreements.

In this case, a terrorist attack, the use
of DEFENSE at any cost or the
necessary forces to combat the
incident is inevitable and
unquestionable. It is not about war,
but about high preservation, about
protecting yourself, extinguishing,
and exterminating the enemy, so
that other attacks do not occur.
This brings the religious aspect into
the context: Wars in the name of
God? From Allah, from Christ, in the
name of Faith, or even belief? From
Religion?

Damn ideological wars, which are
hidden in the name of entities and
their beliefs to justify their
impositions.
Die in the name of God, kill in the name
of God?
To whom did God sign the power of
attorney to represent him in his wars?
See how unfounded these arguments
are, in the name of “DE”!
But then why every time they involve
the nation of Israel or Jews, do they see
the use of the Holy War?

In the name of Allah
Istanbul - Türkiye



920 years ago, the greatest religious conflict in the
history of humanity began, which became known as
the Crusades, or the Holy War.
The confrontation had eight stages, spanned centuries,
and involved Christians and Muslims in the dispute for
dominance in Jerusalem.
With the conquest of the city of Jerusalem by the Turks
of the Ottoman Empire in the 11th century, Christian
pilgrims were prevented from visiting the tomb of
Jesus Christ. The Catholic Church then called on the
European faithful to retake the city. Thus began the
First Crusade.
Taking place between the years 1095 and 1099, it was
commanded by members of the European aristocracy
and became known as the Crusade of the Nobles.
In 1099, after bloody battles, the Christians managed to
conquer the holy city and the pilgrimage resumed.
Then the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem was founded.
The victory of the First Crusade also enabled the
creation of orders, such as the Hospitallers, which
provided medical assistance to pilgrims in a location
close to the holy tomb, and the Order of the Templars,
which protected the faithful on pilgrimage.

We then have the Romans expelling the
Jews from their original place, Jerusalem,
Israel.

Due to religious conflicts and increases in
taxes under the last Emperor Julius
Claudian Nero (r. 54-68), there was
evident discontent between the people
of Judea and the Roman government.
With protests breaking out, The
Procurator (a type of Roman governor)
Géssio Floro sacked the Second Temple
(in Jerusalem), claiming the money for
the Empire. These actions, coupled with
pre-existing tensions, triggered rebellions
that eventually spread throughout
Judea, beginning the First Jewish-
Roman War.

With the rebellion gaining momentum,
General Vespasian of the Roman Empire
was appointed to deal with the turmoil in
Judea. With his son Titus at his side, he
effectively quelled the revolution by
conquering fortified strongholds
surrounding Jerusalem's main fortress.
Despite it being two years after the start of
the revolt, Nero committed suicide and
ushered in the year of the Four Emperors.
Finally, Vespasian (r. 69-79) would secure
the throne with the support of the legions
under his command, and he would return
to Rome. He left Judea, and his son Titus
took control of the legions, continuing the
fight against the Jews. On April 14, 70 AD,
Titus and the Roman Empire marched
towards Jerusalem. This day was only
three days before the Passover of that year,
which in part was the great cause of the
increase in the population of Jerusalem.

With this part of the story one can conclude that
Christians were retaking their sacred place, since
Muslims had appropriated it in agreements with the
Turks of the Ottoman Empire in the 11th century,
Christians/Jews, were prevented from returning to
Jerusalem, from where they originated.
But, what if we went back a little further, to 70 AD when
the Roman Empire invaded Jerusalem, sacked the
Temple, destroyed the city, its walls and fortifications,
expelled the Jews, enslaved women and children,
killed countless Jews, led by General Titus (Roman), just
because Christianity was on the rise, faith and devotion
to God, and Jewish belief and culture were gaining
strength, added to the emergence of the story of Jesus
Christ, spread by his disciples and followers, Faith was
on the rise, and to maintain peace between multi-
cultures and religions, Herod agreed to have a Roman
emperor, judging political and internal causes, of
Jewish customs, just remember that in the biblical
Christian history reported and described by the
gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, on the
occasion of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, the emperor
was Pontius Pilate (Roman) occupying the chair.



It is easy to see how uninformed people are,
regarding the true stories that describe facts of
humanity, all it takes is a little patience and research
taken seriously, to understand how, countless times,
since the existence of the Hebrew people, who once
passed called Jews, or even Israelites, were
massacred, their lands were invaded, they were
looted and expelled, dominated by hostile forces,
terrorists, for being devoted to God and their belief,
and that even when faced with threats and deaths,
they never denied their faith, your convictions.
It would describe an entire encyclopedia of
information, perhaps so vast that it would easily
equal a library.
Bringing it to the present day, once again, Israel is
defending itself from attacks, from extremist groups,
terrorists, now called Hamas, who invade its
territories with unscrupulous objectives of simply
decimating, killing, and destroying, for no reason
other than the repetition of history, envy filled with
jealousy because Israel is a small nation in
geographical territory, but giant in everything it is
willing to do and develop.

It's not about owning their lands, territories,
conquests, and technological developments, it's just
about barbarism, the merciless massacre, we saw,
appalled, images, and disclosures of how cruel they
are and how they behave. There is no need to repeat
the amount of psychological suffering it has already
caused on that fateful 10/07/23.
The satisfaction of shedding Jewish blood, cannot be
classified as a war, but rather as a TERRORIST
ATTACK carried out by this group Hamas, and that
once again Israel needs to DEFEND itself before a new
holocaust is repeated.
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Hezbollah is a Lebanese paramilitary and political
group considered terrorist by several countries,
including Brazil. The group was founded in 1982 in
response to the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and
aims to resist the Israeli occupation of Lebanon
and defend the Lebanese Shiite population.

Hezbollah has been accused of involvement in
terrorist activities, including attacks on Israeli
civilians and military personnel, as well as
assassinations of politicians and diplomats. The
group is also accused of weapons drug smuggling,
and money laundering.

Brazil does not officially recognize Hezbollah's
presence in the country, but there is evidence that
the group has been active in Brazil for several
years. In 2018, Brazilian Federal Police arrested
Assad Ahmad Barakat, a Lebanese-Brazilian
businessman accused of being one of Hezbollah's
main operators in Latin America. Barakat was
accused of laundering money for the group and
providing weapons and training to Hezbollah
members.
In 2023, Abin, the Brazilian Intelligence Agency,
suffered a blackout of information about Hamas
and Hezbollah cells in Brazil. The blackout was
reportedly caused by a failure in the agency's
security system.

Hezbollah's presence in Brazil is a concern for
Brazilian authorities. The group is considered a
threat to national security and the democratic rule
of law.



Hezbollah's activities in Brazil
Hezbollah operates in Brazil mainly through
criminal activities, such as drug trafficking and
weapons and drug smuggling. The group is also
accused of money laundering and terrorist
financing.

Hezbollah has ties to Brazilian criminal
organizations, such as the Primeiro Comando da
Capital (PCC). The PCC is one of the largest
criminal factions in Brazil and operates mainly in
drug trafficking.

Hezbollah also has ties to the Lebanese
community in Brazil. The group uses the
community to recruit new members and to
launder money.

Hezbollah threats to Brazil
Hezbollah is considered a threat to national
security and the democratic rule of law in
Brazil. The group is accused of being involved
in terrorist activities, such as attacks on
civilians and military personnel.

Hezbollah is also accused of being involved in
criminal activities, such as drug trafficking and
weapons and drug smuggling. These activities
can lead to violence and an increase in crime in
Brazil.

Recent changes
In 2023, the Brazilian government intensified
actions to combat Hezbollah's activities in the
country. The Brazilian Federal Police carried
out several operations against the group, and
the Brazilian government also closed a
Lebanese school in Brazil that was suspected
of being a front for Hezbollah activities.

However, Hezbollah continues to be a threat to
national security and the democratic rule of law
in Brazil.

Source:
(https://www.politize.com.br/hezbollah/)
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The relationship between Iran and
Palestine has a long history dating back
to the 7th century AD when Islam
spread across the region. Both
countries are Muslim and share a
common history of oppression by
foreign powers.
In the 20th century, Iran supported the
creation of the State of Israel in 1948.
However, Iran changed its position
after the Six-Day War in 1967, when
Israel occupied the West Bank, the
Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem. Iran
came to support the Palestinian cause
and provided weapons and training to
Palestinian militant groups.
The relationship between Iran and
Palestine has strengthened in recent
years as Iran has become more involved
in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. In
2015, Iran signed a nuclear deal with
major world powers, which included a
clause that Iran would not support
terrorist groups. However, Iran
continues to supply weapons and
training to Palestinian militant groups.
The relationship between Iran and
Palestine is complex and challenging.
However, the two countries share a
common history and goal, which is the
creation of an independent Palestinian
state.
Here are some of the key events in the
historical relationship between Iran
and Palestine:

7th century AD: Islam spreads across the
region and Iran and Palestine become
Muslim.
20th century: Iran supported the creation of
the State of Israel in 1948.
1967: Iran changed its position after the Six-
Day War and started supporting the
Palestinian cause.
2015: Iran signs a nuclear deal with major
world powers, which includes a clause that
Iran would not support terrorist groups.
2023: Iran supports Hamas' attack on Israel,
which has resulted in an escalation of violence
between Israel and Palestine.

IRAN AND
PALESTINE

By Rodrigo Abrahão 



Iran's role in the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict

Conflicts
Both countries are Muslim and
have a history of oppression by
foreign powers. Iran supports
the Palestinian cause and
provides weapons and training
to Palestinian militant groups
such as Hamas and Islamic
Jihad.
The relationship between Iran
and Palestine has strengthened
in recent years as Iran has
become more involved in the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict. In
2015, Iran signed a nuclear deal
with major world powers, which
included a clause that Iran
would not support terrorist
groups. However, Iran continues
to supply weapons and training
to Palestinian militant groups.
In 2023, Iran supported Hamas'
attack on Israel, which resulted
in an escalation of violence
between Israel and Palestine.
Iran condemned Israel's attacks
on the Gaza Strip and warned of
the consequences of an
escalation of the conflict.
The relationship between Iran
and Palestine is complex and
challenging. However, the two
countries share a common
history and goal, which is the
creation of an independent
Palestinian state.

9

Iran has supported the Palestinian cause since the founding
of the State of Israel in 1948. Iran provides weapons,
training, and funding to Palestinian militant groups such as
Hamas and Islamic Jihad. Iran also provides humanitarian
aid to Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Iran justifies its support for the Palestinian cause based on
its Islamic ideology. Iran believes that Israel is a colonialist
state and that the Palestinian cause is a matter of justice.

The relationship between Iran and Palestine has a
significant impact on the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. Iran's
support for Palestinian militant groups makes it more
difficult for Israel to reach a peace agreement with the
Palestinians.
Iran is also a regional rival of Israel. The relationship
between Iran and Palestine could lead to an escalation of
the conflict between the two countries, which would harm
regional security.

Impact of the relationship
between Iran and Palestine

The relationship between Iran and Palestine is likely to
continue to be an important factor in the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict for years to come. Iran will continue to support the
Palestinian cause, which will make it difficult to resolve the
conflict.

Future perspectives
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In addition to the Iron Dome,

Israel also uses other missile

defense systems, such as the

Arrow, which is capable of

intercepting medium and long-

range missiles. Arrow is a more

advanced system than Iron

Dome and is designed to protect

Israel from ballistic missile

attacks, such as those launched

by Iran.

The technology used by Israel to

protect itself from rockets is a

combination of missile defense

and intelligence systems. Missile

defense systems are responsible

for intercepting rockets as they

are launched, while intelligence is

used to identify the origin of

attacks and prevent new

launches.

Israel's missile defense

technology is considered one of

the most advanced in the world.

The country is constantly

investing in new systems and

technologies to protect itself from

missile attacks. - BBC
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Israel uses an anti-missile defense

system called Iron Dome, which is

capable of intercepting short- and

medium-range rockets

The system is made up of a network

of radars that detect rockets as they

are launched and interceptor

missiles that are launched to destroy

them while they are still in the air.

The Iron Dome is a relatively new

system, having been developed in

the mid-2000s. It was initially

designed to protect Israel from rocket

attacks fired from the Gaza Strip, but

is also capable of protecting the

country from attacks from other

countries. , like Syria.

According to the Israel Defense

Forces, Iron Dome has an

interception rate of around 90%. The

system has been used successfully

in several conflicts, including the

2014 Gaza War and the 2006

Lebanon War.
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The main challenge is to protect the fabric

of life by defending vital civil and military

assets, mobile forces, and cities from a

variety of threats. Raphael's multi-layered

air defense is a powerful threat deterrent,

providing protection and ensuring the

routine of life.

The bottom layer is made up of a drone

dome, a system for rapid detection and

neutralization of hostile drones. The Dyer

Dome is the world's only dual-mission

system that provides an effective defense

solution to counter rockets, artillery, and

mortars, as well as aircraft, UAVs, and

PGM. It is the most used missile defense

system in the world, with more than 1,700

interceptions.

At sea, the Sea Dome is based on the Iron

Dome interceptor and provides 360-degree

protection against coastal sea air or

submarine-launched missiles. Defense

family. Spider Sr. provides short-range air

defense for military and civilian assets, as

well as mobile forces of aircraft, UAVs,

smart bombs, and missiles. But the system

is effective day or night and in all weather

conditions. mobile forces.
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*Why would someone who lives well in their homeland create a State for them to escape*Why would someone who lives well in their homeland create a State for them to escape
from?from?
For many centuries the Jewish People were expelled and exiled from their land, taken asFor many centuries the Jewish People were expelled and exiled from their land, taken as
slaves, used as a scapegoat in epidemics, persecuted by the Inquisition, run over byslaves, used as a scapegoat in epidemics, persecuted by the Inquisition, run over by
horses in pogroms, prevented from holding important positions or even studying athorses in pogroms, prevented from holding important positions or even studying at
Universities, deprived of professing their Religion and so many other prejudicedUniversities, deprived of professing their Religion and so many other prejudiced
situations, the most embarrassing. After living in this way for so long in the Diaspora, atsituations, the most embarrassing. After living in this way for so long in the Diaspora, at
the risk of being assimilated, the Jew sets out to fulfill his dream derived from that ancientthe risk of being assimilated, the Jew sets out to fulfill his dream derived from that ancient
chant, at the end of every Jewish Passover (Pesach): “Next year in Jerusalem and 1897chant, at the end of every Jewish Passover (Pesach): “Next year in Jerusalem and 1897
Theodor Erzel, among others, would carry out a nationalist movement: the First WorldTheodor Erzel, among others, would carry out a nationalist movement: the First World
Zionist Congress (the word Tzion derives from a mountain on the outskirts of Jerusalem).Zionist Congress (the word Tzion derives from a mountain on the outskirts of Jerusalem).

By Miriam Klass de Morais

There are myths and truths, criticisms and unreasonable narratives
about one of the most used terms to define will, the dream, desire,
or even the right to establish a Jewish State.

ZIONISM



According to one of the most commonAccording to one of the most common
sources consulted on the internet,sources consulted on the internet,
::in Hebrewin Hebrew) ) Wikipedia, “ZionismWikipedia, “Zionism
is a political movementis a political movement ( (TsiyonutTsiyonut ציונות ציונות
that defends the right to self-that defends the right to self-
determination of the Jewish peopledetermination of the Jewish people
and the existence of an independentand the existence of an independent
and sovereign Jewish National State inand sovereign Jewish National State in
the territory where the ancientthe territory where the ancient
Kingdom of Israel (Eretz Israel)Kingdom of Israel (Eretz Israel)

”.”.historically existedhistorically existed

WHAT IS THE DEFINITION
OF ZIONISM, ANYWAY?

From the simplest to the most complex definition,From the simplest to the most complex definition,

there seems to be an agreement between thethere seems to be an agreement between the

definitions and it is worth remembering here that:definitions and it is worth remembering here that:

trying to expand the research to a moretrying to expand the research to a more

comprehensive definition, I came across a pile ofcomprehensive definition, I came across a pile of

“academic productions”, many of them of an anti-“academic productions”, many of them of an anti-

Semitic nature, which It is not worth mentioning here,Semitic nature, which It is not worth mentioning here,

but it is worth mentioning to enhance my point ofbut it is worth mentioning to enhance my point of

view and therefore, I return to the initial question: -view and therefore, I return to the initial question: -

Why would someone who lives well in theirWhy would someone who lives well in their

homeland create a State to escape from? And thehomeland create a State to escape from? And the

answer is the recurring ANTI-SEMITISM!answer is the recurring ANTI-SEMITISM!

“Zionism is the national

liberation movement that

preaches that Jews, like any

other nation, have the right to

a homeland. History has

demonstrated the need to

guarantee the security of

Jews through the existence of

a homeland. Zionism

recognizes that the Jewish

condition is defined by a

common origin, religion,

culture, and history”, says

Mitchell Bard

Theodor Herzl was an Austro-Hungarian
Jewish journalist who became the founder of

modern political Zionism.



*But, are all Jews a Zionist?*But, are all Jews a Zionist?
Many Jews are not Zionists and to beginMany Jews are not Zionists and to begin
with, we can cite the example of Ultra-with, we can cite the example of Ultra-
Orthodox Jews. These believe that IsraelOrthodox Jews. These believe that Israel
would only come into existence as a State,would only come into existence as a State,
after the coming of the Messiah and evenafter the coming of the Messiah and even
without using the Hebrew language, as it iswithout using the Hebrew language, as it is
the language of the Torah, therefore a Holythe language of the Torah, therefore a Holy
Language.Language.
    Some do not think that to be real Jews,Some do not think that to be real Jews,
they necessarily need to come and live inthey necessarily need to come and live in
the State of Israel. In my humble opinion, asthe State of Israel. In my humble opinion, as
a Secular Jew, I feel that the creation of thisa Secular Jew, I feel that the creation of this
provides me with territorial security so that Iprovides me with territorial security so that I
can profess my Religion, safe from allcan profess my Religion, safe from all
dangers, unlike what my ancestors wentdangers, unlike what my ancestors went
through in the Holodomor and Nazism.through in the Holodomor and Nazism.

Can a non-Jew be a Zionist? Only ZionistsCan a non-Jew be a Zionist? Only Zionists
live in Israel?live in Israel?
I can and have seen many Christians whoI can and have seen many Christians who
love the States of Israel and who establishlove the States of Israel and who establish
their home here. My husband, a Newtheir home here. My husband, a New
Christian descendant, and a spiritualist, hasChristian descendant, and a spiritualist, has
lived in Israel for nine years and I can saylived in Israel for nine years and I can say
that he is more Israeli than I am.that he is more Israeli than I am.

Myth or truth: Is Zionism prejudiced,Myth or truth: Is Zionism prejudiced,
racist?racist?
According to Mitchell Bard, in 1975, theAccording to Mitchell Bard, in 1975, the
UN Assembly, with pressure from ArabUN Assembly, with pressure from Arab
countries, did a disservice by approving acountries, did a disservice by approving a
resolution that defamed Zionism, equatingresolution that defamed Zionism, equating
it with racism and which, due to itsit with racism and which, due to its
absurdity, ended up repealed in 1991.absurdity, ended up repealed in 1991.
Since then, many Boycotts, like theSince then, many Boycotts, like the
infamous BDS, are always used under theinfamous BDS, are always used under the
pretext of alleged apartheid, colonialism,pretext of alleged apartheid, colonialism,
racism, fascism and even going so far asracism, fascism and even going so far as
to accuse them of Nazism.to accuse them of Nazism.

Zionism is not discriminatory and as it is aZionism is not discriminatory and as it is a
Democratic Country, Israel welcomesDemocratic Country, Israel welcomes
Jews or non-Jews, Americans or Saudis;Jews or non-Jews, Americans or Saudis;
black or white.black or white.
Christians, Jews, Arabs, Druze, Bahais,Christians, Jews, Arabs, Druze, Bahais,
and Circassians live here.and Circassians live here.
  
Israel is the only country in the MiddleIsrael is the only country in the Middle
East where there is security and freedomEast where there is security and freedom
of worship for Christians, who are calledof worship for Christians, who are called
unclean and sinful because, in addition tounclean and sinful because, in addition to
not adopting the Muslim religion, they eatnot adopting the Muslim religion, they eat
pork.pork.

Miriam Klass de Moraes
Lives in the city of Ashkelon, 21.2km from
Gazac
Author's suggestion: Get to know Israel
and its History, before replicating
catchphrases.



CHRONOLOGICAL
HISTORY OF ISRAEL
By Alex Moreira



One of the oldest civilizations in past and
modern history is Israel. It stems from the
first man, Adam, who was recorded in the
sacred writings, the parchments found in the
caves of the Dead Sea, in the Pentateuch, in
the Torah, or even in the Christian bible,
which is the most modern binding known.
The history of these periods and chronologies
is divided into two parts: before and after the
flood, when the earth was submerged in
water, and had its restart with the escape of a
family, and several couples of animals,
selected according to their breeds. and
species, through an ark, a structure made of
wood and caulked with bitumen and pinche,
with three floors, being: its length 144 meters,
its width 24 meters, and its height 14 meters,
measurements converted from Hebrew cubits
ancient, which was built over a period that
lasted around 120 years, by Noah and his
family.

Antediluvian Period (Genesis-book of Origins
or The Beginning of everything) chapters: 2 to
6.
4004 BC – 2348 BC, (range approximately
1656 years)
The first man formed by God, named Adam,
(meaning: Earth, man-created from the
earth), year 4004 BC, (BC: before Christ)
located near the Euphrates River, in the
Middle East.
The Flood occurred in 2348 BC, a period that
lasted approximately 150 days, from the first
rains until the drought, waters from rain (40
days), floods, as well as their natural sources,
all overflowing at the same time.

Mount Ararat, according to the Bible, was
the place where Noah's Ark ran aground
after the flood, it is the highest mountain
in Turkey. Its peak is 5,137 meters above
sea level. Now, fossils found there
indicate that the site was by the sea in the
remote past.
The fossils were found by a group that was
hiking through the mountain. Experts from
Iğdır and Atatürk Universities examined
the material and discovered that it
contains fragments of palm trees that
only grow in coastal regions. The
discovery indicates that the mountain was
located on a coast in the Miocene period,
between 23 and 55 million years ago.
Studying the area, researchers found
other similar fossils, reinforcing the thesis
that Mount Ararat was once on the
seashore. Paleontologists must further
study the site to find new evidence of the
mountain's coastal past.
Note: Shem (the name of one of Noah's
sons) lived about 98 years until the Flood,
and another 502 after. He was a crucial
piece between generations to come.



Post-diluvian Period: After the flood, a
time estimated according to the
archaeological evidence found, recorded
by Archaeologist Charles Marston,
Babylon became a great civilization,
starting with Noah's children and their
wives, who are the only survivors. We then
have ancient Shinar, or Chaldea, or
Mesopotamia, currently known as the
region of Iraq.

First Dynasty: the period between 2800-
2400 BC Ur of the Chaldeans, known as
the city of Terah, father of Abram, was a
kingdom-style city that predominated at
the time, in known civilization. Then the
other neighboring regions merged,
becoming a single Babylonian kingdom.
We then have the birth of Abram, 1996 BC
(from Adam to Abram: approximately
2008 years)
According to Jewish/Christian culture, the
Period of the Patriarchs begins – in 430
years (all this information is taken from
the Bible with parallels in the Pentateuch,
or the Torah, recorded in both, in the first
book: Genesis)

The beginning of Abram's story: 1921 BC It
happens, with a call from God, he hears a
voice that invites him to leave the midst of
his parental life, and go only with his wife
Sarai, to a future place where he still This
place would be presented to him to start
over, with a promise that an heir would be
born to them, starting a new civilization.

Abram was approximately 75 years old
when he decided to respond to the call of
this voice, who presented himself as God
and continued his journey, leaving the
land of Paddan-Haran. They continued
their journey to the region of Canaan, in
lower Mesopotamia. The Canaanites were
the inhabitants of this place, Abram
settled in the hills to the east, with Bethel
to the west and Ai to the east. He
dedicated that place to God together with
his family.

A period of famine came upon the land at
that time and Abram headed towards the
Negev, Egypt, together with his family, to
find food, as Egypt was the most
developed place, and had sufficient
reserves for maintenance, if moved to the
region.

During this period Abram had a son, not
with his wife, but with a slave from Egypt,
Hagar. His son was named Ishmael. (Gen.
(Sarah was listening to him, the tent door
behind him.) According to the Bible,
Abram would have an heir from Sarai's
offspring and was forced to leave Hagar
with her son, Ishmael, in the desert.



Abraham was approximately 100 years
old, and his wife Sarah was approximately
90 years old. Both had their names
changed by God after the call, Abram is
now called Abraham (Father of a
multitude), and Sarai, his wife is called
Sarah (princess) and gives birth to the
first child of the union, Isaac.
In Isaac's inheritance were born Jacob
and Esau, two twin sons, from his wife
Rebecca. 5 children were born to Esau,
who married 3 women in the city of
Canaan, of the Chaldeans, where the
descendants of Ishmael were living. Jacob
had 12 children, 10 from his first wife
Leah, and 2 from his second wife Rachel.
These children later gave rise to the 12
tribes of Israel, Jacob also had his name
replaced by Israel (which means: He Who
Fights with God).

Hagar's son, Ishmael gave rise to the
Ishmaelites, who we know today as the
Arab nation. Ismaili Muslims, belonging
to the Shiite branch of Islam, can also be
said to be the origin of the Islamists.

One of the notable sons of Israel (Jacob)
was called Joseph, approximately in 1800
BC. Israel (Jacob) and his family
migrated to Egypt in around 1750 BC,
during this period the children of Israel
(Jacob) settled in the region to escape of
hunger.
Joseph was sworn in as Governor of Egypt,
after accusations, slander, and unfounded
arrests, he predicted through dreams
revealed by God, a great time of famine
in the land. (Genesis 37 Joseph at the age
of 17 was sold by his brothers into slavery
in Egypt..., 39 Joseph serving in Potiphar's
house in Egypt, was slandered by his wife
and was imprisoned for 18 years..., 40
Joseph in prison interprets dreams..., 41
Joseph interprets Pharaoh's dreams...)
Joseph died in Egypt and later his
brothers and relatives were turned into
slaves. The so-called HEBREWS. After long
430 years of slavery in Egypt, serving the
Pharaohs, the Hebrew people, the slave
“labor force”, responsible for the
enormous Egyptian constructions that we
know today, cry out to the God of their
ancestors, for their liberation.

Joseph died in Egypt and later his
brothers and relatives were turned into
slaves. The so-called HEBREWS. After long
430 years of slavery in Egypt, serving the
Pharaohs, the Hebrew people, the slave
“labor force”, responsible for the
enormous Egyptian constructions that we
know today, cry out to the God of their
ancestors, for their liberation.



The birth of Moses was in 1571 BC.
(Meaning of the name Moses: Taken
from the waters), son of Jochebed, a
Hebrew slave, was rescued in the Nile
River, inside a basket, by the Egyptian
princess, Hatshepsut, who was bathing
there, the daughter of Pharaoh Ramses,
and created within the Palace, in
Egyptian customs and teachings. As he
was a very small child, Moses had not
yet been weaned, and he needed a “Wet
Nurse” to breastfeed him, who turned
out to be his biological mother, when he
was found in the Nile, his sister Miriam
accompanied him. lying in wait, because
it was on purpose that his mother placed
him in the Nile, saving him from a
decree of death to all boys born to the
Hebrews issued by Pharaoh himself, as
they were very numerous, and he feared
a stampede or a revolution of slaves.
Moses, approximately 40 years old,
raised as a prince of Egypt, observed
how his people were poorly treated,
having learned historical knowledge
through hieroglyphic records and also
told by his mother. One day he came
across mistreatment by an Egyptian
foreman on top of a Hebrew, overcome
with hatred and fury, upon seeing the
scene, he helped the Hebrew and killed
the Egyptian. To escape the act, he fled
to the desert, where he stayed for 40
years.



During this period he built his family and
married Zipora, one of Jethro's
daughters, with whom he had two
children and his occupation was herding
flocks of sheep. When God revealed
himself to Moses, it was while
shepherding his flock, on the western
side of the desert, on the mountain
called Horeb, he saw a bush known as
Sarsa, which was on fire, but the fire did
not consume it.
He heard a voice coming out of this
bush, and introduced himself as God “I
AM THAT I WILL BE”, reminded Moses of
his parents, brothers, and people who
were living and suffering at the hands of
the Egyptians as slaves, and called on
him to lead the way. them back to their
original lands, in Bethel, close to
Canaan, where it all began with
Abraham.

The Exodus of the Israelites (Hebrews):
around 1250 BC was a movement for the
liberation of the Hebrews, after several
incidents: Pharaoh's hardness of heart,
the 10 plagues of Egypt, and flight into
the desert, all happened during the reign
of Ramses II, the Exodus of the Hebrews
back to Canaan, was under the
leadership of Moses.

The waters returned to their place when
the Hebrew people crossed completely.
(recorded in the second book of the
Pentateuch, in the Torah, and in the
Christian Bibles in Exodus). Moses died
in the desert approximately in 1451 BC.



The Hebrew people followed under the
leadership of their predecessor Joshua
towards the so-called Promised Land, to
reconquer it again, highlighting that after
more than 450 years outside their original
lands, several peoples settled there, as a
result of which many battles were fought. of
the reconquest of this land. Just as God
commanded Moses, so it happened.
Under the leadership of Joshua, there were
also reports of supernatural events, the
passage or crossing of the Jordan River,
this river opened in half when the priests
touched their feet in the waters and they
shared: occurred in 1451 BC.
The passage through Jericho, and its
defeat, when the walls circled for 7 days
and on the seventh, the earth opened and
its walls were swallowed, allowing the city
to be taken. Only Rahab's house was left
standing.
The Hebrew people reconquered Canaan
and came into conflict with the local
inhabitants, Canaanites, and Philistines,
who took over their lands when the Hebrews
were enslaved in Egypt.
The reconquest of Canaan lasted 6 years
(between 1451-1445 BC)
The Period of Theocracy begins (God, who
freed them through guidance to leaders
instituted and chosen by Him, was the only
God of the Hebrew people).
The Hebrews organized their civil
community based on the famous and well-
known Tablets of Laws, or the 10
Commandments, (recorded in the
Pentateuch, the Torah, and the Christian
bibles, in the books of Exodus,
Deuteronomy, Numbers, and Leviticus)
received from God at the time in which
Moses led them into the wilderness.

The process was to implement these laws
and deconstruct the slave and polytheistic
mentality, as in Egypt people believed in
several gods and deities for more than
400 years. For this purpose, judges were
established, with the responsibility of
observing the laws and applying the
appropriate penalties to offenders.
At that time, of the Judges, the
Israelites/Hebrews, in Canaan, were
divided into twelve tribes (the 12 sons of
Israel/Jacob) and chose for each tribe,
judges, to command them, according to
how they fought and defended themselves
against the neighboring peoples, for
possession and recovery of lands.
These judges performed a fundamental
role as military leaders, political advisors,
and mainly religious leaders, as they were
sworn in and chosen mostly in
consultation with God. Many of them were
called prophets for transmitting divine
guidance, such as Samuel, who in addition
to being a Judge, was a Prophet and
Priest: a period between 1100-1053 BC,
approximately 47 years.
Later came the Period of the Kings of
Israel, and the absence of a king in
human life called for them to have one
too. Samuel in the role of Judge, Prophet,
and Priest, anoints and installs the first
King of Israel, Saul, the people's choice
(recorded in Samuel's books - I Samuel
and II Samuel, also in the Books of I
Chronicles and II Chronicles, where the
chronicles of the kings are written,
according to the parchments found.)
The first reign, which Israel had, through
Saul, lasted about 40 years,
approximately 1053 BC.



Among the armed conflicts between
neighboring peoples and the people of
Israel, the Philistines conquered Israel:
Around 1050 BC Even though history
presents the record of David's appearance,
and the defeat of a giant named Goliath,
who guaranteed victory by a determined
Time, as Saul abused his position, he let
power go to his head, forgetting the true
reason and the chair he occupied, by God's
permission, led Israel to suffer severe
losses. Saul had a tragic end, he
committed suicide, after being defeated
by the Philistines, in this defeat his heir to
the throne, his son Jonathan, also died.

David, who had been anointed and chosen
by God as successor to the throne, married
Saul's daughter, Michal, as a prize he
inherited when he defeated the giant
Goliath, assuming around 1013-973, a
reign that also lasted 40 years.

David raised Israel's morale by
accumulating several conquests, defeating
his surrounding enemies, and even
establishing his reign throughout Canaan,
choosing Jerusalem as the capital of the
kingdom.
King David is acclaimed to this day in
Israel as a reference as the best King in its
history, both for his conquests and the art
of war. His songs, his poetry and poems,
the Psalms, are songs sung and recited
from generation to generation and he was
the one who established the nation and
inaugurated its capital Jerusalem.

It is noteworthy that David descended directly
from Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and Jacob
(Hebrews/Israelites), while Canaan's
neighbors descended from Abraham and
Hagar, Ishmael (Egyptians/Ishmaelites).
David died around 970 BC, leaving his son as
successor, King Solomon, between 973 and
933, also reigning for 40 years.



Solomon was known for receiving
unparalleled wisdom from God, leading
the nation within the Mosaic customs and
laws, and respecting the Torah, and the
Pentateuch, he was also the one who
built the First Temple in Jerusalem and
consecrated it. The blueprint for the
construction of the Temple was given by
God to David, his father. Around 953 BC
With the inauguration of the Temple,
Israel became the reference Nation for
the world, development, and technology
according to its time, beauty, great
works, and achievements, the setting was
the Perfect Nation of God, the Israel of
God, a fortified city, based on just laws
and divine laws. A Temple for devotion.
The Temple housed the main symbol for
Israel, which recalled its entire history,
and its trajectory. The Ark of the
Covenant, or the Ark of the Covenant.

Solomon's fame extended to neighboring
peoples, due to so many beauties and
imposing buildings, they came to visit
Israel/Jerusalem and presented gifts to the
King. Solomon accumulated wealth to this
day, it is attempted to be calculated. Along
with the gifts he also gained servants and
maids, princesses from other peoples
courted him, and he had numerous
employees in addition to 700 wives and
more than 300 concubines.
When Solomon's time ended, after his
death, he heard a rupture in the kingdom,
dividing it into two parts, Israel in the
North and Judea in the South.
The part of Israel, to the north, had
Samaria as its capital, made up of ten of
the 12 tribes, while the part to the south, or
Judea, had Jerusalem as its capital,
represented by only two tribes.
This distribution occurred due to discontent
among the tribes since Solomon had
allowed so much influence from his wives
and concubines, mixing traditions and
customs with those of other peoples, from
where they originated.



The Temple, which was the greatest symbol
of Israel, the representation of the house of
God, in the center, in the heart of the
nation, was sometimes looted, demolished,
and desecrated, its utensils were looted,
stolen, a way of psychologically disrupting
the Israelites who knew of the importance
and how much the Temple meant to him.
Between 37 BC and 4 BC, the reign of
Herod enters the scene, which rebuilds the
Temple of Jerusalem, sumptuous, and
imposing, expands its spaces, its
courtyards, and reopens it with pomp and
luxuries.
At the end of his reign, Herod the great
came the advent of the birth of the
Messiah, prophesied by the prophets, Jesus
Christ was born, in Bethlehem of Judea.
Year 0 of the Christian/Roman count.
The kingdom ended up being divided
between his sons, Herod Archelaus,
ethnarch of Samaria and Judea, Herod
Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, and Philip,
tetrarch of Iturea
After ten years, shortly after the death of
Herod the Great, the region of Judea
became directly administered by Rome. It
is unimaginable to think, what is a Roman
doing within the Jewish context? As Roman
oppression increased, it gained and
conquered space within society and its
administration. Sometimes movements of
dissatisfaction arose among the Jews and
the Romans subjugated them.
Until Judea became a Roman province. The
Romans deposed Herod Archelaus and
appointed prosecutors to rule Judea; one of
them is well known from Christian stories,
Pontius Pilate.

While among the Jews, Caiaphas is the
high priest of Jerusalem
From the year 26 to 36 – Pontius Pilate is
the procurator of Judea.
In the year 33, AD, Jesus is presented as
an inciting rebel, by Caiaphas, before
Pilate, who orders the crucifixion of Jesus,
in an act of cowardice, when he washed
his hands but forgot to wash his
conscience and soul, handing him over to
his executioners, to death.
In 66 AD, the Jewish Revolt took place
against the bad government of the Roman
prosecutors, who increased taxes and
called on the Roman guard to oppress the
people when they demonstrated.

In the year 67 AD, Vespasian, a Roman
general, was delegated to Judea, to fulfill
the objective of putting down the revolt,
and the movement among the Jews.
In 70 AD, a year well known among
historians, General Titus, from Rome, son
of Vespasian, conquered and destroyed
Jerusalem, burning and toppling the Holy
Temple of the people of Israel, the Jews.
This destruction of Jerusalem and the
Temple was a catastrophe for the Jewish
people. To this day, the Temple has never
been rebuilt, according to the historian of
the time, Flavio Josephus, hundreds of
thousands of Jews died during the capture
of Jerusalem and in many other parts of
Israel. many thousands more were sold
into slavery. At that time, many
Jews/Israelites fled to the desert, from
where the well-known “Jewish Diaspora”
emerged, referring to their dispersion.



Since then, the original nation of Israel, now
dispersed, many agreements between the
Romans and neighboring peoples have
emerged, to the detriment of never returning
to their lands, which we see in the exact
place where the Temple stood in Jerusalem,
a Muslim basilica, the result of these
agreements. A detail that we cannot fail to
note is that they are exactly the
descendants of Ishmael (the Muslims), who
came to take the place of their brother Issac
(Israelites), taking over the dome of the
mountain.
According to complete archaeological
evidence, the Western Walls, at the foot of
the mountain, are real and indisputable
proof of the place where the Holy Temple of
the Jews was located.
It can be said that this “Jewish Diaspora”
lasted until 1948, when they were able to
return to their lands, now internationally
accepted and voted in the General Assembly
of the United Nations, a decisive vote by
Oswaldo Aranha, a Brazilian diplomat, who
presided over the meeting at the time,
giving the overwhelming vote in favor of
establishing the Nation of Israel as a matter
of right.
“Who has ever heard such a thing? Who has
ever seen such a thing? Can a nation be
born in a single day?” Is 66.8
1948 – Foundation of the State of Israel, on
May 14th.

From 70 AD until 1947, there were countless
wars fought with the Jewish people, trying to
return to their lands and being expelled from
them, many times, since always, Israel has
been fighting for its right to its original land,
where its history began as we saw in the
beginning, from its patriarch Abraham, those
born of Abraham and Sarah. These expulsions
occur because his “brother Ishmael”,
Abraham’s descendants with Hagar (the
Egyptian), also dispute the patriarchy of their
father Abraham.
Briefly, we will report some of these periods,
which were not few.

- Byzantine rule (313-646 AD)
- Arab Dominion (639-1099 AD)
- The Crusaders (1099-1291 AD)
- The Mamluk Dominion (1291-1516 AD)
- The Ottoman Rule (1517-1917 AD)
- Zionism (period between the end of the 19th
century)

Many other conflicts are recorded in various
historical books, internal and external civil
conflicts, involving several neighboring
countries. Within each period.
One of the worst moments in the history of
Israel, of the Jewish people, occurred in the
19th century.

Ceremony of creation of the State of Israel.
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In the case of Jews in Germany,
the first moment of this entire
process of extermination occurred
through hate speech. The rhetoric
against them grew stronger after
the First World War and turned
them into a scapegoat for the
German defeat. All kinds of
conspiracy theories began to be
distilled against the Jews, and
when the Nazis came to power,
speech turned into action.
Thus the Jews were expelled from
public service, then had their
stores boycotted and attacked.
Street persecution increased
considerably, and cases of
physical violence began to occur.
They were later banned from
marrying non-Jews, citizenship
applications for foreign Jews were
denied, and German Jews were
stripped of their citizenship.
Jews were deprived of freedom and
all rights as citizens. When the
war began, the Nazis intensified
the theft of their goods and began
to group them into ghettos in
some parts of Europe. From the
high command of the Nazi Party
came the extermination order, and
from there came all the horrors of
the Holocaust.

Two landmark moments in anti-
Semitism in Germany occurred with
the Nuremberg Laws and Broken
Glass. Both served as important
thermometers of the degree of
hatred and prejudice against the
Jews and delimited the systematic
advance against them in Germany.

Nuremberg Laws

The Nuremberg Laws were enacted
in 1935 and established the
principles for determining German
citizenship. Those who had ¾
Jewish blood in their ancestry
would not have the right to German
citizenship. Thus, Jews were
defined only as “subjects of the
State”, that is, they had no rights,
but had to fulfill their civil
obligations.
Through these laws, marriage
between Jews and non-Jews was
prohibited, as well as sexual
relations between Jews and non-
Jews, and anyone who did not
comply with them was accused of
“sexual corruption”. Jews were also
prohibited from hiring German
domestic servants under 45 years
of age.



Crystal Night
Crystal Night was a pogrom, that is,
a coordinated violent attack
against a certain group, which, in
this case, were the Jews. This
attack was ordered by the Nazi
leadership itself and carried out
from the 9th to the 10th of
November 1938. The attack spread
throughout Germany, with Jews
being attacked in their homes, in
addition to having their stores, and
even synagogues, destroyed
throughout the country.
Broken Glass destroyed more than
a thousand synagogues, as well as
the likely deaths of more than a
thousand people, although the
official toll states that only 91
people were killed. The Night of
Broken Glass also began the
imprisonment of Jews in
concentration camps, as 30,000 of
them were arrested and sent to the
camps of Buchenwald, Dachau, and
Sachsenhausen.
After the start of the Second World
War, a very important debate
within the Nazi Party was “the
Jewish question”. Adolf Hitler's
initial idea was to promote the
extermination of the Jews after the
German victory in that conflict.
Meanwhile, the Nazis continued to
imprison them and promote all
kinds of nonsense against them.

Violence against Jews was
considerably greater in Eastern
Europe. In Poland, for example,
they were forced to move into
ghettos, places where thousands
of them were grouped on a small
space of land. Jews were already
subject to forced labor in
Germany, and, with the war, this
spread across this portion of the
continent.
A series of ideas, in this sense,
were proposed by the Nazi
leadership, such as the
deportation of Jews to the Soviet
Union and Madagascar, in Africa.
However, as the Nazis lost control
of the war, actions against this
ethnic group became more radical.
Until Reinhard Heydrich and
Heinrich Himmler devised the plan
known as the Final Solution.

The name Final Solution was used
by the Nazis as a euphemism for
the extermination of the Jews.
This plan stipulated that they
must be physically eliminated, and
this began a series of actions. In
this text, we will highlight the role
of the Einsatzgruppen (death
groups) and the concentration
camps created during the
Holocaust.



Death squads

The action of these groups took place
in Eastern Europe and became a
priority for the Germans in the war, as
the objectives of territorial conquest
were not achieved. In late 1941, the
Nazis' position regarding Jews was that
those who could not work would be
summarily executed.
In some regions of Eastern Europe,
extermination groups promoted ethnic
cleansing without caring about the use
of Jews as labor. Known as
Einsatzgruppen, the extermination
groups included members of the
German army, the SS (paramilitary
organization — Schutzstaffel), and the
Nazi police.
The extermination groups operated
behind German lines, that is, they
operated in regions already dominated
by the Nazis, and they did so in four
large groups. The role of death squads
was to gather all the Jews from a
certain location, execute them, and
bury them in mass graves. The four
groups became known as Einsatzgruppe
A, Einsatzgruppe B, Einsatzgruppe C,
and Einsatzgruppe D.

Death squads carried out ethnic
cleansing through mass shootings. In
places like Lithuania, these groups
were responsible for the deaths of
more than 110,000 Jews. A well-
known example of the extermination
groups' modus operandi occurred
with the Babi Yar Massacre, which
took place in September 1941.
This massacre occurred as Nazi
revenge against a Soviet resistance
attack on a Nazi-occupied building
in Kyiv. After that, the Nazis ordered
the shooting of all Jews in Kiev, and,
within 36 hours, 33,761 Jews were
shot and placed in mass graves.
Historian Timothy Snyder stated
that the action of death squads was
responsible for the deaths of 1
million Jews throughout World War
II. The United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum claims that they
were responsible for the deaths of at
least 1.5 million Jews.



Concentration camps 
Concentration camps were places found
by the Nazis to expand the extermination
of Jews in Europe since the
Einsatzgruppen were unable to carry out
the killing at the speed that the German
situation in the war demanded. In this
way, many Jews were sent to
concentration camps, and, when they
were no longer needed, they went to
extermination camps.
Concentration camps executed Jews
through gas chambers. In them, they
could die from the use of carbon
monoxide, which asphyxiated their
victims, or Zyklon-B, a pesticide that,
when heated, released a gas that
guaranteed the victim's death from acute
poisoning. The use of the gas chamber
was an idea taken from Aktion T4 — a
program through which the Nazis
executed people with mental disorders or
physical disabilities.

The extermination camps created by the
Nazis to deal with the “Jewish question”
were: Auschwitz-Birkenau, Belzec,
Chelmno, Majdanek, Sobibor and
Treblinka. Adding up all these camps, it
is stipulated that they killed 3 million
people. Approximately 1.2 million
people died in Auschwitz-Birkenau
alone.
In addition to executions, Jews could
also die from various factors related to
the daily treatment they received. The
exhausting work, routine violence, poor
diet, and terrible living and hygiene
conditions caused thousands of them to
die from exhaustion, starvation, and
various diseases.



How did the Holocaust end?
 
Millions of Jews were rescued alive
from concentration camps after the
defeat of the Nazis in 1945.
The Holocaust ended with the defeat
of Nazi Germany in World War II. Thus,
as the Nazis lost territory, the
concentration camps were liberated by
the Allied forces, and their prisoners
were freed. Both the Soviets and the
Americans carried out this liberation.
As mentioned, the death toll at the
end of the Holocaust was 6 million
people.
 
After the German defeat, dozens of
Nazi officers were tried at the
International Military Tribunal in
Nuremberg for war crimes and crimes
against humanity, including the
actions of the Holocaust. Among those
judged, there were death sentences,
life imprisonment, temporary
imprisonment, and acquittals.
(historiadomundo)

British Rule (period
between 1918-1948)

On May 15, 1948, Israel, now
effectively a Nation, faced its first
war, the Arab army, a war against the
new State, which guaranteed a
crushing victory for Israel in 1949.

In 1967, Israel faced the famous
“Six-Day War”, on October 6, Israel
took control of East Jerusalem, the
West Bank, Gaza, the Golan Heights,
and Sinai. After six days of fighting,
the population centers in the north
of the country were free from Syrian
bombing, which had lasted 19 years;
the passage of Israeli ships and
those destined for Israel through the
Strait of Tiran was assured; and
Jerusalem, which had been divided
between Israel and Jordan since
1949, was reunited under Israeli
authority.



In 1973, The Yom Kippur War,
October 6, Relative calm along the
borders ended on the Day of
Atonement, the holiest day of the
Jewish calendar, when Egypt and
Syria launched a coordinated
surprise attack on Israel. Over the
next three weeks, the Israel Defense
Forces turned the tide of battle and
repelled the attacks. Two years of
difficult negotiations between Israel
and Egypt and between Israel and
Syria resulted in troop separation
agreements, through which Israel
withdrew from part of the territories
conquered in the war.
In 1978, in September, Egyptian
President Anwar Al Sadat and Israeli
Prime Minister Menahem Begin
concluded the Camp David
agreements, which entailed, on
March 26, 1979, the signing of the
first Arab-Israeli peace treaty.
In 1982, on June 6, Israeli troops
invaded Lebanon and surrounded
Beirut. Yasser Arafat's Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO)
leaves the country. In September,
pro-Israeli Lebanese Christian
militias massacred the civilian
population in the Palestinian
refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila
in Beirut.
Israeli troops occupied southern
Lebanon until 2000.

In 1987, in December, the “War of
Stones” began in the West Bank and
Gaza, the first Intifada (Uprising) of
Palestinians against the Israeli
occupation.
In 1993, on September 13, Israel and
the PLO signed the Oslo agreements
on Palestinian autonomy in
Washington, marked by a historic
handshake between Yasser Arafat
and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin.
In 1994, Jordan signed a peace
agreement with Israel.
In 1995, we have the Assassination
of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, by
a Jewish extremist.
In 2000, in September, shortly after
the frustrated peace negotiations
and the controversial visit of Ariel
Sharon, then leader of the right-
wing opposition, to the Esplanade
das Mesquitas, the second Intifada
began.
The Israeli army reoccupied the
main cities of the West Bank and in
March 2002, launched the most
extensive offensive in this territory
since 1967. Israel built a separation
wall with the West Bank, justified by
the need to prevent Palestinian
attacks.
In September 2005, Israel withdrew
from Gaza and imposed a blockade
after the Islamic movement Hamas
took political control of this
territory.



In 2006, after the kidnapping of
Israeli soldiers by Hezbollah, Israel
launched a devastating offensive in
Lebanon.
In 2014, on July 8, Israel launched
the “Iron Dome” operation on the
border with the Gaza Strip to
prevent rocket launchers and
destroy the tunnels dug from
Palestinian territory.
In 2015, March, in charge of the
Israeli executive since 2009,
Benjamin Netanyahu won the
legislative elections and formed a
coalition with the nationalist parties
Jewish Home' and 'Israel Beitenu',
the most right-wing government in
the country's history. Beginning of
Benjamin Netanyahu's legacy as
Prime Minister of Israel.
In 2017, in June, Israel began
building new settlements, the first
in 25 years.
On December 6, 2017, then-North
American President Donald Trump
recognized Jerusalem as the capital
of Israel, triggering strong protests
among Palestinians and disapproval
from the international community.
Netanyahu refers to “a historic day”.
In 2018, in January, Washington
announced, through President
Donald Trump, that its (American)
embassy will be transferred from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem, in May, to
coincide with the 70th anniversary
of the founding of the State of
Israel.



In 2019, now officially, the American
Embassy is definitely inside
Jerusalem, to the joy of the Jewish
people, the American Christian
people, and the world, who supported
this decision, and to the discontent of
its opponents, both the Christian and
the Israeli people/ Jews.
What seemed like a time of
“supposed” peace, between Israel and
its neighbors, Arabs, Iraqis, Iranians,
Islamists, Muslims, Lebanese,
Egyptians, and Palestinians, although
several civil demonstrations occurred
during this period, an unexpected
attack carried out by the Extremist
Terrorist group Hamas, sponsored by
communist and socialist countries,
brought to light the bitter memory of
what happened in the Holocaust, a
surprise attack on one of the Kibbutz,
where an event was taking place with
civilians of various nationalities, a
peace celebration party, they were
surprised, by these terrorists who
invaded Israel, starting from the Gaza
strip, causing terrible, unimaginable
deaths, babies, children, teenagers,
young people, adults, women, and
even animals in a barbaric way, with a
display of hatred, brutality, cruelty,
killing, beheading, dismembering and
raping. One of the worst attacks, and
the highest number of deaths and
kidnappings since the Holocaust.

Israel did not ask for any of these
wars, but now it is defending itself,  in
every way and without sparing efforts,
so that once again it is not forced to
leave its lands because of another
invasion.
This is not a “Holy War”, much less
the interest of nations or a dispute
over territories, this moment revealed
what has always happened, the true
intention is simply to exterminate the
Jewish people from the face of the
Earth, taking their original place, and
erasing their true history forever.
Make no mistake, what begins with
Israel will trigger worldwide
persecution of both Jews and
Christians, who have always
supported the nation of Israel and tell
their stories both in schools and in
religious circles.
We must support Israel, to defend
itself once again, and this time, not
do it alone, with so many historical
revelations that we have brought,
understand that we are part of this
context, and if we don't do something
now, we will be the next targets of
these people who support and They
approve of terrorism, often sponsoring
it, providing weapons and money,
hiding behind their beliefs and so-
called cultures, which in reality are
indoctrination into terror and
disgrace.



While Israel just wants to live in
peace, in its birthplace.
There are countless times that
Israel, Jews, and Hebrews, were
plundered, their lands invaded, their
people massacred, mocked, mocked,
and taken as slaves, just for the sole
fact of existing, and for being the
nation that decided to listen to the
voice of God, spoken to Abraham his
father. and that to this day this
voice (God) protects them, making
them survive and exist against
everything and everyone, standing
out as a surprisingly blessed nation,
they are holders of the largest
number of Nobel prizes, in an arid
place, a dry, desert land , Israel
stands out from other countries in
almost everything, from technology,
planting, water stability, several
self-sustainable areas, including the
best defense technology in the
world, while the others invest in
wars and misery.



The hymn "Mighty Fortress" is one of the best-known hymns in the Christian world. It

was written by German reformer Martin Luther in 1529, during the Protestant

Reformation. The hymn is an expression of Luther's trust in God, even in the face of

persecution and adversity.

The history of the anthem

Luther wrote the hymn in response to Pope Leo X's Bull of Excommunication, which

condemned him for his 95 Theses. The Bull of Excommunication declared that

Luther was a heretic and that all his followers should be excommunicated.

In the hymn, Luther compares God to a strong castle, which protects his faithful

from the attacks of the devil and the world. He claims that God is the only hope of

Christians and that those who trust in him will be saved. The hymn "Mighty Fortress"

was quickly adopted by other reformers and became one of the most popular hymns

of the Protestant Reformation. It remains a popular hymn today and is sung in

churches around the world.

The story of the hymn
"Mighty fortress"

RODRIGO ABRAHÃO



The lyrics of the hymn

The lyrics of the hymn are made up

of 12 stanzas, divided into two

verses each. The first verse is a

declaration of trust in God, and the

second verse is a description of

God's protection and love.

Here are some of the verses from

the hymn:

“A mighty fortress is our God

A bulwark never failing

Our helper he, amid the flood

Of mortal ills prevailing

For still our ancient foe

Doth seek to work us woe

His craft and power are great

And, armed with cruel hate

On earth is not his equal

If we in our own strength confide

Our striving would be losing

Were not the right man on our side

The man of God's own choosing

You ask who that may be?...”

The meaning of the hymn

The hymn "Castelo Forte" is a

message of hope and comfort for

Christians. He states that God is

always faithful, even in times of

difficulty. The hymn is a source of

strength and inspiration for

Christians facing persecution,

adversity, or simply life's challenges.

The influence of the anthem

The hymn "Castelo Forte" had a

great influence on the history of

Christianity. It was one of the most

popular hymns of the Protestant

Reformation and helped spread

Luther's ideas throughout Europe.

The hymn remains a popular hymn

today and is a source of inspiration

for Christians around the world.

Source: https://adorando.com.br/historia-

castelo-forte-martinho-lutero/
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THIS ARTICLE IS FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO DELVE INTO THE
MINDS OF MEGALOMANIACAL, UNSCRUPULOUS, COLD, AND
LYING LEADERS WHO SEE THEMSELVES AS GODS, AND WHO,
IN FAVOR OF A “GREATER” CAUSE, JUSTIFY THE MEANS TO
OBTAIN THE DESIRED END.

For some time now, I have been wondering how it
was possible, in today's times, with so much
information at hand, that there are people who idolize
and applaud the most cruel governments and the
most perverse leaders in the world. And in search for
that answer, I discovered a study carried out more
than 70 years ago, by some European students, who
were also curious to understand people, who
“applauded genocides”.
At this time, Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia
were going through a difficult period, living under
communist rule. The psychic destruction that was
underway was notorious, and for this reason, they
decided to study the personality disorders of these
leaders and the psychological influence they
exerted on the population.

By Simone Hazin

INSIDE THE HEADS OF
DICTATORS



The hysteric does not usually

express what he feels, but to feel

what he expresses, what he

demonstrates is the copying of

ready-made formulas, that is, he

produces cultural patterns without

questioning them, and any attempt

to bring him back to his real

perceptions, it shakes your

borrowed psychological security so

much that it ends up being seen as a

threat, an aggression, an insult. The

consequences of this dynamic can

make these people more likely to be

targets of manipulation; making

hasty decisions or experiencing

emotional crises. It is for this reason

that a relatively small group of

psychopathic leaders manage to

reach and even destroy the

foundation and soul of a nation.

A. Lobaczewski, with all the analyses

carried out by him and his

companions in hand, published a

study called PONEROLOGIA, where

PONEROS, in Greek, has the meaning

of “evil”, which was the predominant

characteristic of these leaders and

which modeled the behavior of the

society he found under his yoke.

According to Lobaczewski, these

leaders could not put themselves in

others' shoes, to feel compassion or

remorse. They knew how to reason,

but not get emotional. They were

calculating and manipulative, using

speech to explore other people's

compassion, victimization, and guilt.

When they came to power, they

formed a psychopathic system,

where the absence of morality

spread throughout society, corroding

the fabric of human relationships.

The most passive minds adapted

confusedly to the new norms and

values and became involved in

collective hysteria.

This dynamic interpretation of reality

can have a significant impact on the

lives of more prone people –

hysterics – to interpret events in a

subjective and distorted way and to

overreact to their emotions.



It quickly builds a parallel world,

making the hysterics believe in what

is being said and not the truth. The

real fact is “in their face”, but they

don't see it, they just feel the

emotion that was transmitted to

them. In this way, the psychopathic

system expands and achieves its

objectives.

The system takes advantage of these

people's vulnerability and

dependence, manipulating them

with false promises, praise, criticism,

or threats. And he still tries to

induce them to believe that he - the

psychopath - is the only one who can

satisfy their needs and desires

because he is the best and superior

to everyone. On the other hand,

hysterics submit to the control of

the system for fear of losing the

object of love or admiration. They

also tend to have low self-esteem

and a lack of self-confidence, which

is why they seek validation and

approval from the psychopathic

system. Hysterical people tend to

idealize the psychopathic system,

ignoring its defects and malicious

intentions. The relationship between

the psychopathic system and the

hysteric is, therefore, one of

exploration and submission.

Lobaczewski studied the

psychological profile of various types

of megalomaniacal leaders and

identified the most harmful ones.

From those who, due to their

incompetence, oppress their

subordinates to hide their flaws and

deficiencies, to those who think they

are superior to everything and

everyone because they consider

themselves endowed with unique

intelligence and capabilities. This

“select” group sees the rest of

humanity as their servants, ready to

blindly obey their commands and

fulfill their desires.

According to the researcher, 4% of

people in the world are psychopaths.

They process this information not

through emotions, but rather

through language and interpretation.

When a psychopath observes

someone suffering, he understands

the situation because he can

interpret the person's emotions. He

can see your facial expressions, hear

your tone of voice, and understand

your words. However, he cannot put

himself in the person's shoes or

understand the pain they are feeling.

What makes sense for the

Psychopath is to exercise control

and dominance over people. Power,

in addition to giving them pleasure,

makes them feel superior and

powerful about others, satisfying

their control needs. It turns out that

a psychopath is always trying to

dominate, and as he knows that

hysterics are more easily dominated,

psychopaths are always close to

them.



When people are experiencing a

state of chaos or uncertainty, they

are more likely to act irrationally or

impulsively.

We are currently witnessing this

media manipulation, we live in a

complex information scenario. We

are constantly inundated with

manipulated, false, and sometimes

even perverse information. This

flood is orchestrated by those who

control the world and who never tire

of “hunting” hysterics and trying to

turn healthy people into neurotics.

We must maintain our vigilance and

reflect on this apparatus of daily

oppression to identify the

manipulators behind these antics. By

understanding how the media

works, we can become more resilient

to its influence and make more

informed decisions. We must not let

ourselves be carried away by

hysteria, polarization, and dubious

news that can manipulate and

control us. We must seek reliable

sources, question imposed

narratives, and exercise our critical

sense. Only then can we resist the

psychopathic system and defend our

rights and freedoms.

The media plays an important role in
our society. It informs us about the
world around us, entertains us, and
shapes our perception of reality. And
because it is a powerful instrument, it
can be a far-reaching “weapon”, used
to manipulate and control people. Its
varied mechanisms can trigger
hysteria, and make people fear the
world around them.
 
The media, when an instrument in the
hands of a perverse system, tends to
spread fear and anxiety. This can be
done through sensationalist or
alarmist news, or through
propaganda that aims to create a
sense of threat or danger. When
people are afraid or anxious, they are
more likely to follow instructions or
believe information presented to
them; controlling the narrative,
through the selection of news and
information that is disseminated, or
through shaping the way that news
and information is presented. By
controlling the narrative,
psychopaths can influence how
people think and feel about a
particular subject. Creating
polarization and thus making
dialogue and problem-solving
difficult and ultimately it can be used
to create a climate of chaos and
uncertainty. This can be done by
covering negative or upsetting
events, or by creating a sense of
disorder or instability.



P S Y C H O L O G I C A L  W A R F A R E

Inserir um pouquinho de texto

Psychological warfare is a powerful tool thatPsychological warfare is a powerful tool that
can be used to influence the course of acan be used to influence the course of a
conflict. It is the tactical and planned use ofconflict. It is the tactical and planned use of
propaganda, threats, manipulation,propaganda, threats, manipulation,
disinformation, and other psychologicaldisinformation, and other psychological
actions, to influence the opinions, emotions,actions, to influence the opinions, emotions,
attitudes, and behaviors of groups orattitudes, and behaviors of groups or
individuals.individuals.
It is carried out before, during, or even after aIt is carried out before, during, or even after a
war, threats of war, or even periods ofwar, threats of war, or even periods of
geopolitical unrest. Its main objectives,geopolitical unrest. Its main objectives,
according to the US Central Intelligenceaccording to the US Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), are: helping to overcome anAgency (CIA), are: helping to overcome an
enemy's will to fight; sustaining the moraleenemy's will to fight; sustaining the morale
and gaining the alliance of friendly groups inand gaining the alliance of friendly groups in
countries occupied by them, and influencingcountries occupied by them, and influencing
the attitudes of people in friendly and neutralthe attitudes of people in friendly and neutral
countries.countries.

Furthermore, it can be used to weaken theFurthermore, it can be used to weaken the
enemy's morale, spreading fear, distrust, andenemy's morale, spreading fear, distrust, and
demoralization among enemy forces; dividingdemoralization among enemy forces; dividing
the enemy, creating conflicts and divisionsthe enemy, creating conflicts and divisions
within the enemy, and supporting one'swithin the enemy, and supporting one's
interests, being used to promote one's owninterests, being used to promote one's own
political, military or ideological objectives.political, military or ideological objectives.
This war also aims for power and control, andThis war also aims for power and control, and
what changes is that the human mindwhat changes is that the human mind
becomes its main battlefield, based on thebecomes its main battlefield, based on the
understanding of how people think, feel, andunderstanding of how people think, feel, and
behave to influence their opinions, emotions,behave to influence their opinions, emotions,
and actions.and actions.

Simone Hazin



1

2

Propaganda: the dissemination of
information, symbols, slogans, music
images, or ideas to influence public
opinion. Distribute pamphlets,
newspapers, radio, or other means of
communication to spread messages
favorable or unfavorable to a
particular group or cause. The idea is
to create feelings of pride, fear, guilt,
or hope in target audiences.

Manipulation: The use of
psychological techniques to influence
the behavior of a person or group.
Infiltrate agents, spies, saboteurs, or
defectors to obtain information, cause
damage, or sow discord among
opponents. Espionage can be used
to obtain information about the
enemy and then use that information
to influence or manipulate the
enemy's behavior.

3

4

And to achieve your goals. To achieve this, various
techniques are used, including:

Disinformation: The dissemination
of false or distorted information and
news, false promises, accusations or
praise to persuade or intimidate the
opponent or ally, creates rumors,
rumors, demoralizes or discredits
enemies or competitors, with the aim
of confusing or deceiving the enemy.

Other psychological actions: Such as
torture, interrogation, brainwashing, or re-
education techniques to extract
confessions or change the beliefs and
values of prisoners or dissidents.
Psychological torture is a form of abuse
that consists of a set of premeditated,
systematic, and aggressive actions
against a person's psyche, to cause
suffering and intimidation without
resorting to physical contact to
manipulate or punish. Historically, the
term “torture” is used to describe any act
intended to cause physical or
psychological suffering in the context of
war or kidnapping.



It is important to add that psychic warfare can also be
practiced in any relationship, whether family, social, or
professional. It can be manifested in different ways, such as
criticism or malicious comments; swearing, irony, and
contempt; Indifference and purposeful silence; financial
control; limitation of freedom; sexual abuse; public and
private humiliation, where the aggressor humiliates the
victim through comments that, at first, seem less offensive,
such as emotional blackmail - the aggressor uses
manipulative attitudes to reverse the blame for a situation;
stalking - the attacker follows the victim or spies on him to
intimidate him; isolation - the aggressor prevents the victim
from having contact with other people or activities that give
him pleasure; threats: the aggressor makes veiled or explicit
threats to intimidate the victim; devaluation: the aggressor
lowers the victim's self-esteem through constant criticism
and disqualification.

This combat causes psychic damage, and can also cause
physical damage. However, each person is different, and
they tend to react differently to a traumatic event. Some
people may not experience any psychological damage,
while others may suffer serious damage.

Some signs that a person may be suffering from emotional
damage after a psychic war are difficulty sleeping or
nightmares; anxiety or panic attacks; thoughts of death or
suicide; social withdrawal; difficulty concentrating or
memory; feelings of guilt or shame; relationship problems.



It is worth noting that the effects of this violence can be devastating for the victim.
She may develop mental health problems, including post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) - an anxiety disorder that can be caused by traumatic events. Symptoms
of PTSD include flashbacks, nightmares, anxiety, and difficulty concentrating;
depression - a mood disorder, which can cause sadness, hopelessness and loss
of interest in everyday activities, and even suicidal ideation. Depression is one of
the most common psychological injuries after a war; generalized anxiety - a feeling
of nervousness or worry that can be mild or severe. Anxiety is another common
psychological damage after a war; sleep disorders: - insomnia and nightmares, are
common after a war; relationship problems, such as social isolation and difficulty
trusting, are common after a war; eating disorders, among others. Furthermore,
psychological torture can cause the victim to lose trust in themselves, other
people, and the world.

Finally, it is interesting to draw attention to the fact that psychological warfare is a
controversial practice. Some critics argue that it is a form of manipulation and can
be used to harm democracy and human rights. Others argue that it is a legitimate
tool that can be used to protect national interests. However, what is certain is that
it is harmful to the human psyche, a very dangerous tool, and when in the hands of
unscrupulous people, it can be used for evil. For this reason, the reader must
know how it works, so that they can protect themselves and defend themselves
from this silent weapon, used in our daily lives, and often, we are not even aware
of it.
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books
for knowledge

See the interview with Gustavo
Lopes on Youtube 10/04/2023
 BraziltalkingnewsBTN

Cultural War

Gustavo Lopes, author of the
book Cultural War in Practice
brought together people with
knowledge in the area to
explain how war affects
various aspects of our daily
lives and how this.

The book Cultural War is a project that

began to be gestated almost a year ago.

At the time when I was the National

Secretary of the Audiovisual Sector and I

was perplexed to see that 90% of the

projects that passed through there had a

left-wing bias.



James  Burnham

A radical  act iv i s t  and important  leader  of  the  U.S .  T rotsky is t

movement  in  the  1930s ,  in  la ter  years  Burnham abandoned

Marx ism and turned to  the  pol i t ica l  r ight ,  serv ing as  an

intel lectual  in  the  Amer ican conservat ive  movement  and

producing the  work  for  which  he  i s  best  known,  The

Manager ia l  Revolut ion,  publ i shed in  1941 .  Burnham is  a lso

remembered as  a  regular  contr ibutor  to  Amer ica ' s  leading

conservat ive  publ icat ion,  "Nat ional  Rev iew".

Suicide of the West
An Essay on the Meaning and
Destiny of Liberalism
James Burnham analyzes the ancient and modern

definitions of progressive ideology, shows its

characteristics, beliefs, and ills, and concludes that

Western suicidal tendencies lie not so much in the lack

of resources or military powers, but in the erosion of

the intellectual, moral, and spiritual factors of Western

society. The author's analysis of the current moral,

existential, and political deformations proves to be

almost prophetic, since it does not limit itself to

attacking communism, but points out many faces of

totalitarianism and criticizes the possible "administrative

revolution", which aims to banish freedom in the name

of bureaucratic efficiency and control. Many will agree,

others will have a fit of mad rage, but no one can

ignore James Burnham's bitter prophecy: leftism is the

ideology of Western suicide.



SOUND OF
FREEDOM,
THE VOICE OF
NAKED AND
RAW REALITY

I often wonder if the world we live in is a sad truth or a
sad truth. During the latest news that we have been
experiencing, and disappointments that force us to
remain silent, I decided to watch the controversial
film: SOUND OF FREEDOM. I ended up intensifying the
question even further: why has the media made
massacring, almost supernatural efforts to empty the
movie theaters that show this WORK OF ART?

THE SOUND OF FREEDOM, translated into Portuguese,
is a voice that echoes a naked and raw truth. Fans of
the seventh art, who will watch the film, will become
aware of the SILENCE OF THE LAMBS, which is not the
interpretation played by actors Anthony Hopkins and
Jodie Foster. The film's narrative lays bare a violent
reality, imposed on all innocent people who are forced
to live in silence of oppression, with no one to scream
at, faced with the profound emptiness that torture
presents to them. It is distressing to realize that the
human being, who constitutes the society of which we
are part, is capable of producing suffering in others, in
all the degrees that define the words INHUMANITY
AND CRUELTY.

By Alexandre
Bormann 



Considering the limit between story and history, our eyes
witness in SOUND OF FREEDOM, the suffering of children,
families, and strangers, who, moved by the awareness of
the absurdities surrounding this sad truth, awaken us to
how sickening and cruel the human being can get. In
almost homemade scenes, which make us feel an absurd
proximity between the message and the feeling of anguish
that the film provokes, it reveals the truth about the cruel
scheme of kidnapping, trafficking, and exploitation of
minors, and makes us face a giant screen and deafening
sound, this feeling that fills us with shame and regret
about this issue.
Despite the constant efforts of many to keep secret,
warnings and truths about the system that welcomes sick
minds, providing very profitable sexual amusement parks,
the intelligent content brought by this film makes us
awaken to:

Worldwide, 1.2 million
children disappear each
year. In Brazil, there are
around 50 thousand
children whose
whereabouts are
unknown to this day
(Sources: UN, 2019 and
CFM, 2018).

How much humanity is
insensitive and driven by false
truths;
It awakens the Christian feeling
and value that strengthens and
protects our society;
It awakens the importance of
valuing police officers who fight
against the barbarities of the
world, without having a single
view, that the police officer is
always an evil being;
It shows very clearly that drug
trafficking is a criminal and not
a victim, as the media, faced
with so many hypocritical
narratives, tries to make us
believe;

It makes us sensitive to our
children's experiments to satisfy
the pleasures of pedophiles.



Amidst so many different moments

presented throughout the cinematographic

content, one can enjoy the fantastic

performance of the children, who

magnificently interpret the characters

suffering from these inhumane, sick, and

criminal actions. The performance,

particularly by Jim Caviezel, who also

played Jesus in The Passion of the Christ,

directed by Mel Gibson, is, in my opinion,

one of the most shocking and well-done

accounts of this reality. The film's success is

evident, having grossed more than US$40

million, significantly exceeding its modest

estimated budget of US$15 million, in the

United States alone, not counting its

release in other countries.

The point that the left found to criticize in

the film was an alleged conspiratorial

connection between the director and the

actor to some extremism. Brandon Purdie,

head of theatrical distribution at Angel

Studios, expressed his surprise and

gratitude at the positive results achieved by

the film, and one can imagine that Disney

is having a slight headache.

Caviezel magnificently plays Tim Ballard, a

character who, a former special agent for

the United States Department of Homeland

Security, became an activist against child

trafficking before founding Operation

Underground Railroad. In the plot, after

rescuing a little boy, Ballard discovers that

the boy's sister is also being held hostage.

He then decides to begin a dangerous - but

noble - mission to save her. Willing to give

his all, Tim resigns from his old government

job and travels deep into the Colombian

jungle in search of the gang.

Brandon Purdie,Jim Caviezel

Human trafficking occurs when
the victim is removed from their
environment, their city and even
their country and is left with
reduced mobility, without the
freedom to leave the situation of
sexual or labor exploitation or
confinement to remove organs or
tissues. (CNJ)



The film was directed by Alejandro
Monteverde and produced by Eduardo
Verátegui under the script by Rod Barr
and Alejandro Monteverde and distributed
by Angel Studios. The cast is made up of
none other than Caviezel, Bill Camp,
Cristal Aparicio, Mira Sorvino, Eduardo
Verastegui, and Javier Godino. Its setting,
rich in different and exuberant landscapes,
especially shots in the Amazon Rainforest,
was filmed in the United States (Calexico,
California), with most of the shots filmed in
Cartagena, Colombia. Caviezel, before
filming the film, spent several days
shadowing Tim Ballard and learning about
the operations of Operation Underground
Railroad.

Today, no form of art dialogues more with
politics than cinema, therefore, it debuted
in cinemas, awakening the public to this
sad controversy. The film is very
competent, raising awareness and
sensitizing society about the heinous
crimes that the left defends so much.
In my modest capacity as an influencer, I
suggest that everyone sit in a movie
theater, watch this warning, listen to these
silenced screams, and let us be
courageous enough to break the
anonymity of the culprits.
Raising awareness for this cause is truly
important, for the fight against the cruel
system of child trafficking to be emptied
and extirpated from the world, and
therefore, don't miss it, watch SOUND OF
FREEDOM which is the voice of naked
reality and raw.
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